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THE MATURE AID AIMS OF'MUSICAL 
■ . EDUCATION 
BY XAVER SCHARWENKA. 
This principal objects of true musical instruction and 
training are to afford ..pnpils the means whereby they 
shall be enahled to develop their own individual gifts and 
capacities to the best advantage and to give them a sure 
and permanent basis in musical and technical knowledge, 
by the assistance of which they will be able, even with¬ 
out guidances aided by their own intelligence and with 
their own powers, to comprehend and to achieve the 
t ighe it m isi( at r ssul s 
• effort! ill, I refore, b« Fir >' d S if ese - . * 
to inspire the pupil with the fullest confidenee'in his own 
powers and resources, by imparting to him that funda¬ 
mental groundwork of musical knowledge which will en¬ 
able him to become a musician, that is, a master > of 
music, in. the true and only acceptable sense of the 
A depressing sign of the times in musical teaching is 
the superficiality resulting from unintelligent, or what 
may be termed the drill, sergeant method of training; 
with infinite pains, a vast and useless expenditure of 
time, and with mostly a one-sided accentuation upon 
technical facility, the pupil is coached in a piece, of 
music, whereby, in a majority of cases, the great facts are 
forgotten that the mere reproduction of musical notes is 
10 ,1- nd ai 1 ii of 11 is i i tr ctio In* 
great results in musical study can only be achieved by 
the adoption of the pedagogic idea, that is. of a sys¬ 
tematic course of training which shall develop the 
mental as well as mechanical faculties simultaneously. 
I How little the musical teaching of to-day fulfills the 
demand of its great mission is too frequently shown in 
the bungling performances of pupils both at home and 
in public- • Instances are extremely rare in the history 
of . the development of music of really great artists 
having given themselves up to the thorough musical 
education of the younger generation, or of having made 
musical instruction the subject of scientific study. 
To educate and produce masters of music, the teacher 
himself must be a master musician. A good piano 
player is not necessarily a good piano-forte teacher. 
Nothing artistic can be accomplished by purely empirical 
methods. The same earnest, thorongh, and fundamental 
study is necessary in the education essential for the pro¬ 
fession of music teaching as for the achievements of the 
virtuoso. 
For the instrumental student it is absolutely necessary 
that hiB individual powers of musical expression shall be 
trained and developed to the fullest degree. Of what 
use is extraordinary brilliancy of technique if it be not 
used in the service of the higher artistic idea? What a 
deleterious influence upon music in general and upon 
the public have those virtuosi exert.ed'itb whom music 
was nothing more than a vehicle for the revelation of 
technical dexterity ? This deleterious influence has been 
n< need ith egret bj t 11 ti le xmsiciar * i 1 rj > p 
erly condemned by the great critics. ■ _ . • 
True, the public permits itself to be misled momen¬ 
tarily by such phenomenal displays, but there can $>e n° 
excuse for the- virtuoso who thus _8pee.«|ate%.i|p©s.: the 
weakness of his audience. Through such false machine 
.music we are constantly going down hill toward, tfae 
point where mere piano-forte pyrotechnics or 
place trivialities are received with enthusiastic applause. 
It is the sacred duty of, all true artists to earnestly 
oppose themselves jto- such a state of things; that is, to 
try to rescue musical taste from threatened disaster.^ la 
this, however, success can only be attained by ciillaDora- 
tion and co operation with colleagues inspired by the 
same honest and rtistic animus 
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A loathly Publication for the Teachers and Students of »pp»wacu»ug uwnt or ignape jraaerewssi, me 
Music. ±ohm pianist, m attracting general attention is musical; 
ci cles. - ter he thres oi ibestral concerts at the Car 
Stosobikoti Bjaaai5 31.80 raa Tbab (payable In wlv&ne©). negie Mueie Hall, mi with the Sympbonv Orchestra 
Single Copy, 16 cents. under Walter Damrosch, beginning on November 17th, 
The courts have decided that all aabsoribara to newupapers ar^held Portoremnbi _:ii ,.e „?L 
sponsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be ~ e ew®*p V1” IPY® a senes Or SIX recitals at Madison 
square Harden. JLhese concerts will extend from 
fpiTi? AfTnHiioT? "OTjirciswi?' November 24th to December 19th. Brooklyn will also 
THEODORE IRESSER; have two recitals December 14* and 16th. " 
f©i €hs U - QteesS. PHILA1 HiBHIA PA 
..... 
.. London will commemorate the centenary of Mozart’s 
death on December 6th. 
The Bayreuth festival produced §200,000, it is said, the 
' ally rec ipts being 500 
id t®. Mme, Teresa Oaereno remains in Europe the dom¬ 
ing season and will fill many important engagements. 
Sarasate is playing in London, and Mme. Sofie 
, Menter will be heard in that city after the first of the 
ne ; j sai, 
, . Ferdinand Praeger, the pianist and composer, died 
tQre near London, aged 76 years. He had resided in England 
since 1834. 
was Schubert's nnfimsheffsfiriphpQy has been finished by 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addres 
Mm, Bulan D, Tsetbab, Box 2920, Hew York City.] 
August Ludwig, in Berlin, by the comppsing of a scherzo 
and a finale. 
. Vienna will enjoy,three operatic novelties: Mascagni’s 
“Amico Fritz;” Massenet’s “ Werther,” and Johann 
"Strauss 1 Ritte Pazi an.” • 
The success of‘‘Cavalleria Rusticana” continues in 
Europe. Italy is producing the work in all her cities 
and London is to bring it out this fall. 
Professor von Helmholtz, the eminent authority on 
acoustics, celebrated his seventieth birthday not long 
ago. An official celebration is to take place in Berlin 
’1 ven be d. 
Verdi expects to finish his “ Falstaff ” in 1892. It 
contains parts for five prime donne and three tenors 
besides Maurel in the title-role. Verdi is now seventy- 
seven years of age. 
Rubinstein passed bis summer in Caucasia, and in¬ 
tends to make niB home in Dresden for a while. He is 
busy completing his oratorio, “ Moses.” He will spend 
this ■ nfcei «r' Ku sia 
Mme. Patti gave.a concert for charitable purposes in 
Swansea that netted about §4000. She was received by 
the dignitaries of the city and its institutions and by 
children in white raiment amid the ringing of bells. 
_ 
EDITOEIAL NOTES, 
WOD INTENTIONS. r A PROFESSIONAL REPUTATION. 
One s brain teems with, half-ideas, valuable suggestions A gentleman who is vjery successful in business has the 
that never are thought out into a working form. Teach following pinned in hiAhalft^ 
era expect to do more study, practice, reading of musical - ' i , , , 
literature, etc., but ao not realize their hopes because fjve years in the expectation of an ultimate profit, yet the greatest 
there is a lack of definite plan and inflexible purpose, successes have been made by just such courage and patience. Men 
The teacher should set aside five or more dollars prefer to figure the simple and low interest of the present, rather 
every year for the musical magazines, and devote not less than to build deep foundations on which to erect a far nobler and 
than six hours a week to the reading, study, and the 
writing of notes upon what is read and studied. Boy ; h takes time to establish a good class—people must 
books as they are needed. Be a growiBg, progressive know about the quality of teaching you do. This they 
teacher. Command the best and most pupils by making can only learn by you remaining long enough in their 
yourself so superior as to be worthy of them. Plan for town to prove your powers as an instructor. A profes- 
an annual attendance at the State Music Teachers’ sional reputation is a thing of slow growth, and, like a 
Association and some good summer music school. shrub, it never will grow if you are often plucking it up, 
root and branch, and transplanting it ia another field. 
THE TEACHING ART. 
Teaching as i art is yet in its inf icy. We are evi- 
ently on the sight track, yet we muBt out| v many ot 
our tradit et out f Borne d> • rn ruts, 
before coming into what may be c led true teaching. 
The aher has constantly - far he shall 
ce the technical t< the mi d {esthetic el in 
the educati indivi il pupil. If heist musician 
i e brooder sense, he can see the end from the begin¬ 
ning, and brin about the desired resultB, being a man 
of many resources. 
irthe pupil’s love of hard work does not equal his 
desire for easej the teacher must trim Mb course to keep 
the pupil interested. ,A hint for the teacher will be 
fo ad in the foil ving juofcat n - ■ 
Doctor James Freeman Clark learned the Latin language before 
he was nine years old, without going to school. People would say 
be learned it by accident. The accident was the skill of his dear 
Id randf the who ftliy left his way ea of illustrated 
Latin books, and the child learned the text that he might under¬ 
stand the pictures, He cotnpares the hard discipline of the Latin 
school, which was a discipline of the power of cramming the 
memory With indigestible facts and sounds, with the pleasure with 
I which a child learns to play checkers and chess. The pleasure that 
He entertained ns with some , AMBn < t s, MUSK 
ing reminiscenses. His life of “The most difficult art known is to teach art.” In 
back to the times of Beethoven, dealing with the individual pupil, the teacher is often at 
i on Beethoven’s own sonatas, his wits’ ends to know how to inspire the pupil with that 
ices include nearly all of . the degree of ambition which will influence him to work for 
iethoven to those.of the present, practical results. Mr. James Bussell Lowell gives a 
ent in the special notice column good summing up of the teaching art, as follows:—r 
r readers. “ It is certainly true that a genius for teaching is as rare, I might1 
■ ■■ — almost say more rare, than any other form of the divine gift. It 
implies a combination of qualities so uncommon and so delicately 
S IN’ WAYS OF TEACHING. adjusted to each other that their meeting in one man is little short 
s for accomplishing an object of a miracle. He must unite in himself elements as seemingly 
ordinary explanation will not incompatible as fire and water. He must have in him something of 
. J, . . the fervor of youth and something of the judicial coolness of age. 
SSUlt. r or instance, in arpeg- He must know both how to inspire wholesome and how to moderate 
irally carries the hand forward, unhealthy enthusiasm. He must have a fund of life in him ample 
ight hand, for the thumb note, enough to withstand and survive such discouragements and delusions 
thumb under sufficiently. To 88 few other calIinga have t0 coi,e with- He must work main,y on 
, . . , . , , , . an unwilliDg'and even refractory material. Even his success must be 
1 play upwards With ihe right iargejy posthumous and his consolations mainly borrowed of the 
first poiltidn, and r ill Ms atten- futtre ” 
‘. - he i nan brea ini ; it desire to be 
;88nre until his thumb has taken e , . ., .. 
, . . Y the superior ot one s fellows, and m the young there is 
to e game is, ee ingt epres a constant doing of things for the mere pleasure of th^ir 
on ,v» k y, whicl prevents him , , m. • , > . , 
, , accomplishment. lhe wise teacher will turn this domi. 
and taking the finger on ot the . - e . . .. , . , , . .. 
, , nant reeling ot youth into practical channels by pointing 
.her words, secures the desired ... , . , . e , ... . . 
^ out the triumphs that come trom skill m music. Lmer- 
».■■.■■■. , , son expresses himself upon ambition as follows :— 
f the key contact that secured 
is idea applies to other arpeg- “ Because the soul is progressive, it never quite repeats itself, but 
a , e , „ ' * , in every act attempts the production of a new and fairer whole. 
: aa 0 fourth huger, also jjjj8 appears in works both of the useful and fine arts, if we employ 
ig in the Opposite direction. It the popular distinction of works according to their aim either 
staccato habit, or non-legato, at use or beauty. Thus in our fine arts, hot imitation, but creation is 
non nnlir ho hpnton nr» hw .U- the aim.*1 
LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
To y. D. W.—-Yon ask as to the value of a diploma— 
whether that of a single teacher is worth as much as the 
diplon;: a sch I am tem >1 1 , to say 
that tilts answer to this question must be taken in the 
Pickwickian s inse. 
If yon don’t know what that is,look at the earlier 
chapters of Dickens’ immortal humorous novel, “Pick¬ 
wick Papers.” 
If you mean in a business way, I would say that the 
diploma of a single teacher might or might not be as 
valuahb is t of i 
In Western cities the name of-a Conservatory, such as 
The New England Conservatory, or The Cincinnati Col¬ 
lege of Music, or any of the eminent and well-known 
schools in Chicago or New York, will carry more weight 
than that of an individual teacher, for,the-simple reason 
that ii r este n r m rt i i swer thi gi ! >eop ir 
not so well acquainted with the leaders in art; but as 
you go east, in New York, and especially in Boston, you 
will find that the diploma of any well-known teacher is 
worth not only as much, but more than that of a school. 
A school usually has some eminent teachers, but, of 
coarse, fills in with a good many who are neither eminent 
nor experienced. A school is not any more likely to 
choose its pupils and call them with reference to talent 
than a private teacher; indeed, the balance is rather on 
the side of the private teacher, provided he has reached 
such recognition as to be able to ask a high price, and 
therefore earn a good living by teaching only part of his 
time. My answer is therefore, from a business stand- 
point § et the diploma of . sch >ol foi Western cities c • 
towns, bu ’ rst nent < ai lii m t ich in the 
older centres. Again, as to the actual value of the 
diploma in registering and indicating your musical 
powers and attainments, that depends wholly on the 
honesty and capacity of your teacher, but the same might 
be said of a school. Now who is to determine this vexed 
question as to the honesty and capacity of an individual 
or school? Reputation in art, like every other form of 
re rotation, is a kin o climatic influ ce almos toe 
subtile for gauges of any kind. Of course, we have in- 
e ited some m atal >aro let r t. !■ mometei h h 
will help us to test approximately the value of schools, 
but as for intrinsic value, a paper of indorsement from a 
really capable and honest musician, who knows you and 
has known you through a course of study, is better than 
that of a faculty, the majority of whose members have 
but a partial knowledge of you. In a University, to be 
. ir j n a a under i eft t aln >st every p jfessor at 
some time during your course of study, but in music your 
-^studies are in charge of fewer instructors. Diplomas of' 
certificates ar< sometime of very great rt u< in securing 
school positions, but do not count so much in building 
up a private class in a community by your own individual 
ef j ti i sb a 1 skill n pi ling h< wires of inflae ''"i 
To F. H. L.—Upon my opinion of diplomas in gen¬ 
eral, see the above answer to V. D. W. As you say, a 
diploma does not actually increase a man’s knowledge, 
but * is a ki of o itward a id visib > sig ■ of tl e i > rare 
and spir m j it i tangi gauge by which a r 
powers may be khown to the uneducated or to the world 
•at large. Nearly all. students find themselves stimulated 
by something definite, both in the length of time devoted 
to the ject suffic tlypal able to 
talk about at the end, just as in s race there is not only 
the race track, but the goal. All such arbitrary objects, 
however, are only expedients, means to an end, the end 
being real culture^ There is such a thing as studying for 
a temporary ptirpoae and actually securing a diploma 
without thoroughly grounded scholarship or knowledge 
which will stay. But then, you know, they do send cotton¬ 
seed oil over .to Italy, have it rebottled, and imported to’ 
this country with genuine Genoese seals upon it, and so 
it is sold for olive oil. 
Please, however, do not give us any spurious olive oil 
in music. The diploma is a kind of prize in itself, having 
this advantage over a competitive prize, that it can be 
given to many and serve as a criterion of attainments. 
No., there would ■ probably not be so large as army of 
college students were it not for this definiteness in the 
course and in the object to be attained. The race-track 
and the goal both stimulate the runner. 
To B.—You ask how to play triplet-eighths against 
regular eighths, and say that the teachers of your city are 
A CLASS LIBRARY. 
BY A. PPPIN. 
a  t  al t  sti late t  r r, Every music teacher who has a studio or rooni where 
m-o v , , , , , . , , . . . pupils are received and lessons given should have a cir- 
° ** ho”Pla7 tnplet-e,glith« .garnet MMng „aBical lib aad Bhoald ;te riodica| 
regular eighths, aod say that tie teaehera of roar cty are .oarfeaW -Tle.. musicles m., be given altematelr, 
not ap-eed. It baa alwaja bean a mystery to me how ^th u,e pl.^„g1)efore eMb other only, and play. 
anybody eon d Bad this composite metre « puzzle. The i„g before an aadieooo composed of two or more friend, 
two aga.net three, and especially the three aga.net fonr, of eacb p Ia order that leara , 
however,.™ to mnete pnptlewhat the eleventh propoet- ^th c„nfidenca before othere.iti, necessary that Stay 
tiou in the Brat book of hncltd need to be to atndoota of shoald be ired to do „„ at Blaled iale„a,Bi tha 
geomotry, and whtch reootrod the opprobrtone name of laacbar mi bt. ri ,be „ at ,bi8 tim6 , Me 
thepgns asmorum. The rnlo forth,amnetoal poneo»t»- Mtra attoation, and this, together with the idea of 
orum is very simple: strike the first note of each group T,iaTr;T,„ x .. . , i 
, I 0 1 • a ,L £ a x . Paying in public, will encourage the pupil to do her 
absolut Iy against he rst <>• * of tin othe • ;hen bnng „ Bt • • . 
the second note of the three, then the second note of the But it is chiefly to the circulating musical library I 
two, lastly the third note of the three, being careful to wish to call attention. All students of music ought to 
make these three notes of the tnplefc of even duration, have access to such a library, which should include the 
thus presenting an alternation or zigzag of all the tones biographies Of the most famous musicians, some theoret- 
except the first one The rule for playing three against ical worka, and 80me of the many charming mD8ical 
four, as triplet-eighths against four-sixteenths, and the novela. Notbing }fl easier than tQ t 8ncb a Hb and 
like is exactly similar, but I will express it in full. Play nothing more inspires the musical student than the 
the first note of each group against the first note of the perusal ofsuch books; the least talented are fascinated 
other with extreme conscientious exactitude; now the by the romance into which a thread of melody is inters 
second note of the four, now the second note of the three, woven, and they later find that the romance in the lives 
now the third note of the fonr, now the third note of the of the tone-poets is not excelled by fiction. 
_„ C—-aL  a- a!_ _ r_ mi !   i - .. J 
three, lastly the fourth note of the four. This, sounds But in order to tell how each teacher may have a 
mnch more irregular at first than the other group. Each mnsical iibrary, i wUI give a page of my experience: 
of them sounds distorted when practiced slowly, but Some years ago I had charge of a small Conservatory or 
never mind that; persevere and play precisely accord- Music. I thought I would like to have a musical 
ing to this rule, and when you play rapidly, what was library, and so j asbed fifteen persons, who were inter¬ 
disagreeable jostling becomes a highly beautiful and ex- eBted 80mewhat in music and in the Conservatory, if they 
quisite effect of complication. These two rhythmical would donate to such a library any book on a musical 
devices of two against three and three against four are subject which they had in their libraries and did not care 
great favorites of geniuses as widely apart in their char- to read again. All bat one person bought new books and 
acter as the masculine Beethoven and the feminine presented them, and to this number were shortly added 
Chopin. Hundreds of examples of each could be culled others. I allowed a pnpil to take a book and keep it one 
from the works of both those masters. Cweek ; if at the expiration of1 that time it was not re- 
-——-——— turned, for any reason whatever, a fine of ten cents 
“IRVITATIOU TO THE DANCE.” was imposed. This fine was dropped into the mite 
Weber’s famous composition, above named, was box, a small box fastened to the wall. The box bad 
iginally written for the pianoforte. According to a slit in the top and the door was fastened by a small 
editable authority, Weber wrote it on the 28th of July, but strong padlock, with a tiny key. ^ On the first 
or
cr ''
1819; this date appears on the original MS. The com- d of eaeh month the box waa ed and it8 con. 
poser was at that time located m the suburbs of Dres- 3 , . F * “ . 
den. In its original form it is certainly a romantic, ^en^8 taken for new books. Such was the popularity 
brilliant work, and has always been a favorite even with of the library, and such the forgetfulness of the pnpils 
pianists of the highest rank, who have performed it at to retilrn the books at the expiration of the week, 
concerts with great success. It is a spontaneous off that at tbe end of five months Beven new and valuable 
shoot of genius, and will long retain its popularity. • It , . , , , . . . . ■ a 
has been arranged for orchestra by several prominent books had been pnrehased with the fines. bometimeS 
musicians, and in that form its beautiful characteristics visitors to the Conservatory would be so interested by the 
are 1 roght on with wonderful fleet when p r m 
/by an orchestra of artistic instrumentalists. It yields 
readily to orchestral treatment, and even becomes glbri- 
fied by it in the hands of such a master as Berlioz. 
We append what some imaginative and enthusiastic 
admirer calls the Argument:—“The ‘Invitation ’ might 
justly be termed a Mnsical Novel, in which a youth and 
maiden may be imagined as the hero and heroine. When 
they meet for a first time d young m n app r' a* .J 
with modes » 11 erential alnt ti< ‘ i young 
lady gracefully returns his courtesy with maidenly re¬ 
serve. A quiet, and it may be supposed, sentimental 
conversation begins, and so soon as they become better 
•v ) i in "ii ’’ ■’ her to dance nd she gi i< efi llj con 
sents. We now hear in the splendid and brilliant valse 
the bustle and animation of a large assembly, in which 
our young friends are forgotten. Presently her swift 
erfor ed novel idea that they would drop some mites into the 
omea^ kiri8 ^ox’ or’ ^ater» donate to the library a long-desired book, 
jrlioz. Pupils were never requested to contribute books to the 
ent library, but many did bo, to show their ajppreciation of 
J p’ i t the advantages they had enjoyed. 
’ y°atfi and in order to record the books taken out, I devised a 
approaches f>eard about a foot square, with one hundred'holes bored 
The n into it, thus making a peg board ; one hundred pegs were 
lai e l  re- made to put into these holes—pegs four or five inches 
jomebetter ^on®’ronn<^ t^18 bottom and square at the top. On the 
oefuilly con- square part was written the pupil’s name. The holes 
ill were numbered; and when Rose Budd took ontbook No. 
y, i  ic 24 she would putiher peg into hole No. 24. _The tnil©r‘ 
f -her swift box wa8 formed from a cigar box, covered, with-fancy jm - ft t « ' j * a* J UUA WOO lUlulCU UUIU UUA) LUVClCU, WALU iOUUV 
and gracerul movements attract onr attention, and we . b ; 7 . m - - ■ \ 
also perceive her partner’s heavier step. After a while PftPer j tbe lid or. djpor had small orass hinges and, as I 
there comes a rest, and that delicious dialogue, which so said before, a padlock. I mention these details to show 
agreeably dlls the pause -in the dance—-emblematic of that any teacher may get a library and its accessories at 
Alas? It is grumblin^Papa, unpleasantly and jplerse- ™ registering the books need not deter any teacher A 
scholar from getting and using a library. In four or 
me c it is r Dimgyirapa, l s tl  a erse- 
veringly vigilant, showing impatience and dissatisfaction 
at all those whisperings. But good-natured and sympa- years I had collected a library of about eighty volum 
thizing_ Mamma intervenes for another round, and in Scbirme Theodore Presser, or Ditson will B»p 
spite of Papa b obstinacy, the young people—seemingly ’ . ..... , ' ■ 
not concerned—rejoin the dance. Again the dancers catalogues of musical literature the vol 
abandon themselves to the full enjoyment of the from 60 cents to ?10.0Qjea.ch/ 
moment, until with a grand crash, the Valse reaches its !; As the interest excitedby-a circulating musscallibiary 
‘o * te.cher.bofl, 
chords, something like sighs of regret, brings this little 
romance 
i lli f 
some who read 
’ to try this plan. ; 1 
‘308 rip ttj ETTJD E 
Theory of MusiG 
Piam@-Fort® PHa^ers. 
Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. 
a __a|» Bb C Db_to id Db djmyeu tun ght. 
The teacher should go over this making the pupil play “j econ‘PanimUt <*> 
these half scales (< r tetrachords) ; with every ® ®°® 'that tfae two «hall go together a8 a har- 
$ and b- Impress on t' pupil tb thing 1 ^PrTn^w ^?®t.Ro?,,ey' 
is to get the four letters, in. succession, ’ because no letter , „k t ?n ./aH?J>es 
may fc omitted or repeated; this is the reason for the use f^er 
of double sharps and flats, thus, to make a half scale be- fkl,11 °* m «4 ? e V 4 W1,th a lofi of abrupt “ loud 
ginning with 1)1 the letters must be B E F G, then the D £e°JP0le Say 80 . 
Beings, the others must be raised thus:—P must fae-Si, be' r,Qii,0fio P S recently I read a 
cause 1 is a tone and a half below GS—D®, Eg, FX, GS. tvhn hnf1 __fi +„ i«« Ma v,’ C/I T.;; 
WHOLE AND HALF TOMBS. 
The interval between two keys is called a half 
tone when there is no key, black or white, between 
them. If there is a key between them the inter¬ 
val Is' calk 1 a whol a tone, 
.ifki In tbo interval between '0 and D? W i-lcbU lo blit] Ullul .V «1 UCL VVCOU flau -u 
Answer.—A whole tone, because, there is a key, 
31 Dk, between them, 
<2.—What is the interval between E and F? 
A.—A half tone—there is no key between them. 
Q.—What between B and CS? 
1100 A tuua “uu ““““ ueum A who had not the wherewith to lay his head, but 
T PPPAT TTT who “sat down to the piano..and'played and sang ■ 
LLbovN Hi. : matches from Beethoven, bits from Schubert, mor- 
T—OTtMTH mmnnQ seis from the operas and parts of Wagner.” ' 
INTERVALS, THIRDS. The question was asked: “Why on earth was 
We have learned something about whole and such a gifted man a failure?” I doubt not at all 
half tones, but the subject is not yet exhausted. that it B^gbt have been learned, that from boy- 
A whole tone is called a major second. Major is hood he indulged m snatches,’’ bits, ’ morsels” 
a latin word which means larger. an<* PaJ’$8,, an.d tossed the bits back into the rag- 
A half tone is called a minor second. Minor is bag of his brain, from which not a garment of 
also a latin word which means sfnaller. hm*mony could be drawn In his.age. 
They are called seconds because they include -*1* music, more than m any other art, is the 
two letters, therefore an interval that includes two wa8te enormous that comes through lack of uniting 
letters a whole tone apart, is called a large or major ®™a“ perfections to make a big and impressive one. 
second. Pupils who have an instinct for music, do many 
An interval that includes two letters a half tone S°ed and brilliant things, but they fail in accumu- 
t is i smalle nor se< m lation. 
The names of all intervals depend on the num- Pieces of pieces are well learned,. perhaps; but 
- include no one want8 to hsten to pieces of pieces any more —A v. hoi* : n 
-Between Bfc? and 
—A whole tone. 
—Between All and 
—A whole tone. 
tween them. 
Btti >etween h rr 
lb? 
AU is between them. 
A.—Between E and F, and B and C. 
Q.—Gan you find a half tone between two 
' A.—No. There is always at least ont 
b :tween tw< b lack me - 
-A third. 
A to C? 
-A third. 
ds G-B, and A-C.; Do they sound | 
es are there between G-B ? 
LESSON II. 
MAJOR SCALE. 
-une ana 
-Three. 
—Now Ulc 
-Four. 
t-Two. ' 
■“11 o w m sl 
—Eight. 
- What ar 
•F and B-C. 
A.—The third and fourth, and seventh and 
eighth. 
When ever you find eight keys or letters (we 
will now call them letters instead of keys) in suc- 
* jssion • ith i half t n • b< u sen tl md t d 
7 nd 8, ii m >: es what i ca led a ft diatonic 
seal (Both I se word 1 jor and die ? c will 
be explained 1 er on.) l^ow l,- us dividt tL? 
scab into two bal es each with four leti i • 
C D E F G A B C 
In l . s li
■How many letters from C to E? than to stray sentences out of a book or paper. 
-Three. Therefore it is called a third. The .composition grows yellow and ragged on the 
•How many from F to B ? music-rack for lack of just the one more effort to 
-1 u rV 1st' Hied a fourth make it a playable, practical whole. Our pianos 
are loaded with just such ragged patchwork; and, 
in proportion as the pile of useless paper grows, so 
... does the musical mental talent become frittered 
and diluted, till the condition of “vagabondage” 
• s - ,  - . t s ensues, and people wonder why, with so much 
talent md teaching, she has not d n< better. 
Suppose this girl, of whom I speak for example, 
les are t ere et ee  - ? had each time that she sat to the piano decided on 
some one point for accomplishment—the peffec- 
3 0? tion of one strain, the memorizing of one measure, 
alf.' the ironing out. of one, difficulty, had devoted a 
may have two kinds of thirds, as we ccrtiiin time to that specialty ; next tiuif liad begun 
e kind with two tones and one with just where she left off, joined it to another, and so 
Now how many can you find with House-that*-Jack-built style, look^^^ sh© 
ite keys? : ^ ' . ./vL-. would be to-day in music! 
It is the same waywith retaining several pieces 
th a tone and a half once learned to make a valuable repertoire. I 
A-C B-D. never knew but one teacher to make any effort to 
’ ■ ' ’ ' t keep the old music up in bright, playable condition, 
further the teacher should endeavor He did it! He was in the habit of retaining the 
the major and minor thirds in the name of every piece learned by every pupil. At 
ike them and ask the pupil to say the little matinee rehearsals held weekly he would 
ijor or minor, (the terms open and have the names of the pupils with one piece at- 
istead of major and minor.) When tached, drawn from a little box, to be played there 
lly learned proceed as follows: and then; without preparation, the pupil to be 
srhite keys? 
-E, F-A, G-B. 
wit   t e a   alf. 
F, E-G, - , - . 
Stri e t t il t  
maj r i , t t  
in t j  i .  
ghi  l  r   fall : 
A minor (or close) third may be changed to a 
major by raising its upper letter or lowering its 
lower letter. Pjay A-C, now A-C®; now A-C 
again 
we get two groups, each one with two wholgftones ont 1 
and a half tone. can 
These groups are called Tetrachords, but it is maj< 
easier to call them half scales. Now each half pnpi 
scale makes one half of two scales, the scale of the and 
letter with which it begins is one, the scale of the wha 
letter with which it ends is the other, thus: I 
Seale of G ' ,| 
Scale of C. 
The half scale, G A B C, must therefore belong 
to G and C, to make a half scale of the letters D 
thirds in this way, over and over, and 
! point until the pupil can play with- 
« i id ts m joi . ii ninor bird I 
ize by the sound whether a third is 
en struck by the teacher. Make the 
iow many major thirds have one black 
7, how many minor, how many and 
struck on two black keys. 
[ To be continued.] 
MUSICAL VAGABONDAGE. 
Gbeat Waste in the Pbactice of Would be 
Musicians. 
was so much skilled performance stowed away in 
the memories of its young people as during that 
man’s reign. Parents sat simply staring aghast, 
while their Johnnies and Sarahs sat down and 
rattled off faultless execution by the hour, instead 
of sitting with their fingers in their mouths with 
“I c-a-a-n-t” and “I f-or-g-e-t” after hundreds o 
dollars and years of time had been spent in “ takin’ 
less’ns.” . 
I have found it invaluable in practice to have a 
little program arrangad to which I religiously ad¬ 
here, viz.: 
Finger motion 10 mjnutesj 
New work 
Memorizing 
Sight-reading 
Old pieces 
subject to 
modification. 
Werner’s Voice Magazine. 
E F8 G. The F must be t, or else there would be 
a half tone between the 2nd and 3rd, and a whole 
tone between the 3rd and 4th, and a half scale 
mm t have a half toi e Between the 3rd and 4th. 
Q.-?Do the letters, A B € D. make a half scale? 
A.—No. The C must be ®'; because it must be a 
half tone below D. 
Q.—To what scales will it belong with the Off 
A.—To the scales of A and of D. 
Q.—•JkTlii&Jettera, F G A B, make a half scale? 
A.—No, There are three whole tones, and to 
make a half tone between the 3rd and 4th the B 
must be flat. 
Q-^Then to what scales will it belong? « 
A.—To F and Bfci. ■Q.—Play a half scale beginning on E. To what scales 
does it belong? 
lK'nie Edgab Thomas. 
Abuse, bad taste, blunders, and failures have 
made program music so ridiculous, its adversaries 
may well propose its total abolition. But if it be 
One of the most baneful habits in the line of right to condemn wholesale whatever is liable to 
music-practice, is that of “playing over” pieces. a^us?h1uls assure*? y entire art of music.that 
In the &i irtment low *< isa - rl w it se lands ,f f”1'’ *'•- ' - lt<‘ ' ng that th ' >rks 
s... i_offered to the nublic are in erreat nart worthless are scarcely ever off the piano, yet who has not in 
one year of my ears’ acquaintance given one satis¬ 
factory perforjgmnce, instrumental or vocal, long 
or short, easy dr difficult. It is as if a woman 
should sit down in front of a rag-bag with different 
colored threads, place>a few stitohes in each, and 
toss them back into the bag. She has not done 
offered p g p
rather than int llectual void of tast rather tl " 
full of new matter.—Franz Liszt. 
The impatient teacher does little good and a 
great deal of harm, depriving the pupil moment¬ 
arily of the faculties of perception and memory, 
besides destroying that feeling of friendship and 
A.—E, F*. GS, A- 
Q.—Play a half scale 
does it belong? 
-belongs to E and A. 
pcrirmincr nn Ah. Tn wl 
penormance, aany or weeaiy, mere is out one jum- --— 1 
ble of piano and voice. There is no beginning of Study only the best, for lifedatonshort to study 
end, no, change of intent or emotion—no method, everything, and too valuable to be wasted unon^ 
' We have often wondered if she did not place aj mediocre productions. Do not waste your time' 
ro hat scales I promiscuous pile of music before her, and have! upoh1 poor music, poor books, i 
| some one turn the leaves one by one while she^^1 ceited people.—Em. Bach. 
mm 
■UPl" 
PARENTS AS WELL AS PUPILS, and languages, he can do still more good in hiB connec- 
—-— tion with the different families, for he can often give 
by J. w. rehmani*. information, anid so make the associations all aronnd 
— — more pleasant and himself almost indispensable to the called" 
One of the important steps to gain in the musical family. ner s 
education ftheh* is tc . an interest arouf ithe 
3. Nothing is nore disc to a music 
goes week by week t ’ is j pi i’ Thames, 
than th< its say: “ n’t k . r any- 
■ it music, 1 , we guess c aghter if tting 
alo m hers will say: “When I 
mg and taking less is the classical 1 iaic wa 
not taught: refore I could not devt ap in}" 
taste for it.” This p le enough. - 
the present >ught to be, a id is, 
a general lifting ' the p ular taste m d education. 
We can it stan still, nor is th oui wisl Our chil¬ 
dren must profit by onr toil and experience. 
There are innumerable ways of doing good in this 
world, but there are few, if any, professions that so 
directly come into contact with the home circle as pri¬ 
vate teachers of music. Especially in smaller places, 
where teachers do not have studios, but go to the pupil’s 
home, is there great opportunity to do work in the 
home outside of the bare lesson. Having been a music 
woven with the harmonic parts that ihaUv of the hearers 
could not at first see the melodic “trees’1 on acconnt of 
the impenetrable “forest.” 
Saint-Sabns, in his interesting collection of criticisms, 
—II.d “Harmonie et Mfclodie, refers to some of Wag¬ 
ner’s “harmonies which would not be approved;injonj 
If teachers would only be determined to improve their conservatory ; on reading the score; Nev seem impose 
* be real wide-awake teachers » !&??S 
r as their connections extend, they would have a called a melody compared with the originality of genius 
ore agreeable and influential life. required for conceiving snch entirely novel and striking 
harmonic combinations ? 
_____ And can you wonder that the “melody operas,” of 
which Rossini composed forty and Donizetti over sixty, 
have almost entirely disappeared from the face of the 
eartl while Wagner’s music d . earedoi jtir 
stag evi lere Saint- Saeri indicates t e re* on 
by henry t. FINCK. for this survival of the fittest in the remark that “ Wag- 
_ ler imitated the mediaeval art te . mlptared a eathe 
. e , , • • i . i dral with the same skill and attention to details that they 
mst profound and original musical u8ed in decorating furniture.” 
as ever seen? The majority of mu- .Yet this very circumstance would have doomed Wag- 
Id probably answer this question by ner to wait aB'long a8 Bach for recognition had it not 
v®n or Wagner, but the true answer j,een for bis rare genius for charming into existence 
. . , , , ... ravishing new tone colors which appeal to the ear at 
e in mind that however great die com- once, and for his dramatic genius, which enabled him to 
neteenth century are, they had the create playa worthy of the muaic wedded to them, 
lenence of two centuries of great pre- Bach and Wagner are the greatest harmonists and there- 
ose shouldera they could stand for a fore the greatest composers the world has produced—a 
proposition the truth of which will be more clearly de- 
monstrated year by year.. ■ 
It will then be seen how “Tristan and Isolde,” for 
instance, raised music to a new and higher bteMoiiic 
level, where the chord of the ninth seems as natural as 
the common major triad, but a thousand times more 
beautiful as a basis of music.—New York Post. 
THE WORLD'S MUSICAL THIIKER, 
six years ago, when moi-.irn harmonic music 
__ , . left its cradle; and yet his music is often as 
V an ex- modern, from almost every point of view, as Wagner’s 
- , , or Chopin’s. 
lave naa If -my one wish-:, tc realise the full force ol th j isser- 
and the tion, let him compare, for instance, the last choruses in 
light and the “St. Matthew’s” i’assion with those in “Die Meis- 
dpliirht tersinger,” or, on the piano, the wonderful preludes 
, s j Nos. 19 and 20 in the “Well Tempered.Clavichord” 
itea ana w;th Qhopin’s prelades or nocturnes. 
In melody, hat rony and modulation Baeh is here 
ler arises quite on a level wish any of the great m >.3ters that fol- by Johit a. broekhoveh. 
the l°wed him—indeed, he is m re modern than Haydn, 1 -- 
p Moz rl or even Beethoven. Ip you want to become a good musician, answer for 
become jt ;a this exfcraordi mi j originality of Bach which en- yourself the following questions :— 
ovement, abled him to anticipate, two centuries of musical evbln- 1. Is music really the choice of .my heart, the only 
ought be- tion, that has made him the idol of all modern com- vocation to which I will devote my life ? 
. pose b. ’ 2. Have I a musical temperament ? Have I a good 
, Mendelssohn resurrected the Passion music; Schumann musical ear? Does music affect me emotionally ? _ 
i till this followed him ir= proclaiming- Bach as the fountain head 3. Hive I a talent for the particular branch to which 
i and lis of all m sic; Bee thoT n exclaimed 11 al lis name should I want to devote myself? Am I persevering, serious, 
no! have been Bach (brook), but Ocean; Wagner found earnest? 
inpils put *n kis motets “ the most perfect v;*cal music in exist- A Will I devote from three to five years to the study 
• ...; enc-e;” Franz based his long accompaniments on Bach’S of music? . . . 
be polyphonic style, in ich each ha nonic part is a me- If you can conscientiously say yes ’ to the above 
lead to a lody in itself, and Chopin knew his preludes and fugues questions yon should then consider the--following: 
rmer had by heart, and used to shut himself up with Bach for a You should, first of all, secure a competent teacher, 
,• few days preceding each of his concerts. one who can and toill instruct you in the fundamental 
. . - V What makes Bach so remarkably modern is not so principles of the branch of the art you are studying, 
studies and sonatinas m connection with pieces, under mucj1 his melodies and rhythms as his harmonies and The best performers and the most popular teachers are 
the plea that they are more beneficial for practice and modulations, and this leads to another question: What not.always—in fact rarely .are the best instructors,for 
aid in quicker learning the pieces. Then give them easy is the most important element of music? “Melody, of beginners. Go to one who has a talent for teaching, 
and melodious ves even brilliant Dieces of our best course>” will be the answer of ninety-nine in a hundred, whom you think takes an interest m you, and if you find 
’ y ’ _ ’ ^ . But the ninety-nine are wrong. All good music mast that he does not, leave him. If you have no elementary 
nioddro coiQposorS) edu thus little by little the flversioii of oorirge ImvQ tb ^ fts WrGniRtks knowledge of music you should Ijuke up this study sepu* 
to classical mnsic will be overcome, Gall the mother’s “ without melody no music is possible.” But if you rately, as the special teacher has no time during your 
attention to the lessons, talk about the better class of will examine art music, from Palestrina and Bach to the lesson for such studies. . . . , ■ , ,, 
. ,. v /» i -i-v present day* you will find that those compositions have In conjunction with your special study you should 
music and the foremost composers. Draw comparisons th/l.-fette8t to aurvive» which arePeBpeciallv dis take up harmony and composition, so as to be able to 
from, literature. 1 have had the parentS| at first seem- tinguished by beautiful harmooles and modulations. comprehend your art and give an intelligent rendition to 
ingly indifferent, later on tell of their delight in sona- The French composer, Saint Saens, was the first critic ar^* works, A vocalist^ should have a perfect knowl- 
tinas. Soon the pupil and parents will become more in who had the courage to declare, in the face of public f£ge of. th.e different chords, 80 ^ 
th,finer ol.» of-.nsi^tha. »ith the tad. S"' | 
hitherto played by their children. . out contempt, 4 accompaniments,7 or, ironically, ‘ sci- forms of musical composiUon, as without this he 
If you hear them say, “I think it is fine music, but no ence,’ is the flesh and blood of music, is. in a word, its will alwaysJie bat an amateur. Not only should yon have 
one plays it; it does not take with people in general,” substance,” . . . a thnoretitel kn,ewkdgo 
then flbow them the programme^ of onr S"®®1 plnyera. ^qni^ly prodocf of inspiration ” but conaStotea a praotica* nmsician. 
Let them feel that the better educated and cultured wh0 cannot see that it requires a much more powerfully During yonr study-years you should never miss au 
classes cultivate thia class of music entirely. This will organized brain to conceive beautiful harmonies ? * * * opportunity to hear good_ vocal, instrumental and or- 
arouse their pride and stimulate to higher ideas. Why is it that the men of genius who originate beautiful chestral concerts. Hereis yonr c£a?c<’ f9r. 
Drawing illustrations, such as showing the great gulf hJ“onieJ an(J tJ n(> Mediocre professor and savant and to profit thereby. Open yonr ears always, and dc 
between the dime novel and the works of our fine thought of writing; e. g., the oro supplex et acclinis of not fail to develop yonr individuality—if you have any, 
writers and poets as existing between the common trash Mozart’s ‘Requiem,’ which is nothing but a sequence of Above all, be_ a practical musician ; and this means c 
of the da^r and the works of the great composers, will chords? . * * * The power to create a complicated apply everything you earn. e owner. 
often not be amiss. A - ? ' • work will always Je a mart of saperior oimnization. ---- 
* And m the same the love of beautiful harmonies - „ - . .. m 
Then, as yon go on and study one composer after an- indicates a public which has arrived at a high degree of “How many hours a day must I practice? 
other, yon wjlBhave the interest of both pupil and par- culture;” whereas simple adelodies or “tunes” can be manner in which you practice is of infinitely mort 
ents thoroughly enlisted in the cause of better music, appreciated by any street Arab. importance than the amount of time yon spend at i 
I have educated many parents and dnldren in keeping c;atgeBacr^ unable to Sow dai!^ Thirty minutes well applied is worth four time 
almost in as close contact with the former as with fjie his melody, because^ is so^^interwoven with the varihns that amoont merely spen^t the instrument Hstiesal; 
latter, and as the years went on the classical, romantic harmonic parts; therefore, perhaps naturally enough; dramming over yonr^hsBsOn, anon digressing' into an 
and modern composes became familiar nameB and the they insist that there is “no melody in it,’ -notwith- and every idle fancy that comes into yonr head. ‘fClw- 
diffment style of wri^in* «ras noticed and Aistingnished. 8tl^^di5eSed3?S<AeP^^Wa2nhr’8 operas, your whole attention to your practice, concentrate yon 
: . ; 
TEACHING- EXPRESSION, 
BY CHA'S. W. LAND ON 
Beethoven was one of the first pianists to emphasize 0118 tasmon, ana tne crescendo ana auninnenao, points arm muscies. wnen it is none rigat tnetonr inactive 
the value of marked accents and climaxes as a vehicle of climax and repose all settled upon, there is no reason fingers trill be felt to press the keys more heavily, for the 
Previous to his day the precursors of the why the piece cannot be taught with most effective simple reason that there are only four fingers to sustain 
-—> that the dullest pupil, musically con- the weight of the arm instead of five When the rais- 
sidered, can play it effectively. , For he can accent a ing of the finger can be done well, then let it be put 
——i chord or note if so directed. And ts play a pass- down quietly, unaccompanied by any push of the arm 
age light or soft because one is bo directed is far better muscles. Each finger must be exercised repeatedly in 
aa expressionless manner. But, of this way. Now let all five fingers be pressed in, lift the 
course, the more sensitive the musical nature of the first (thumb), put it down, let the arm rest on it, and 
pupil, the more satisfactory will be the effect. raise the other four just enough to let the keys up, and 
the beginner will not only find that his thnmb is pressed 
on the key much harder than before, but that as long as 
his arm is relaxed, he cannot let go of the key his thumb 
ir; pressing down until he has put down anothe - key with 
another finger, and transferred the weight of the arm to 
by a. rommel. it. This gives us legato. A beginner can do nothing 
- else but press the keys down as described above, when 
It appears almost useless to say another word on this his arm is relaxed. The trouble is to get them to relax 
subject. It has been treated so often, it has been the their arm muscles when their hands are on the keyboard; 
burden of our song from the very beginning of our they generally use a muscular pressure to get. down the 
i to be rational to arrive at the con- keys, whereas the patting down of the keys ought to be 
j grand and broad tones of the elusion that all has been said that can be said. Yet I a simple consequence of the, correct use of the arm, to 
be accredited the development believe that the most that has been said about the method a certain extent, the pressing down of the keys should 
of obtaining a good legato is exceedingly unsatisfactory, take place independent of the will of the player. Noth- 
Every musician knows that good legato playing is not mg ought to be done with the wrist until a pretty fair 
of expression 
pianoforte did not allow of an accent, and after the expression, so^ 
ushering in of the pianoforte it was many years before lji 
composers awakened to the possibilities and necessity of 8^®“ 
accent in music for this instrument. In fact, it has only ! - m 
been within the past few years that expression has been than to play it in 
formulated into a system and put into teachable form. 
‘‘Pianoforte playing,” by Christiani, and the work upon 
‘‘ Musical Expression,” by Mathis Lussy, and the recent 
writings of Dr. Hugo Eiemann, have created a new de¬ 
partment in pianoforte teaching. „ Much help has also 
been given by W. S. B. Mathews’ “ How to Understand 
Music,” especially by the first volume of this invaluable 
work. 
It is evidently a fact, not generally appreciated, that 
the possibilities of accent upon the pianoforte had some¬ 
thing to do with the more intense content that has per¬ 
vaded piano music from the time of Beethoven onward. 
Not only this ability possessed by the pianoforte for | Btudies, that it Beems 
accenting, but to the more j 
modern instruments, can 1 
of modern- pianoforte compositions. 
To teach expression successfully, one needs the study 
of the above-mentioned works, and also to play over the often met with outside of the artistic ranks, and every conception is established of an active finger and quiet 
compositions named in them, until he can correctly piano teacher is aware of the fact, that the most difficult arm. Where this is established, legato will give little 
analyze any composition. After acquiring this ability, feat he has to perform is to make his pupils play legato, difficulty, 
if he will intently observe the effect of each piece that There are two reasons for this state of affairs. First, 
he studies, as to what parts are more intense, and seem the undeveloped condition of the mnBical faculty with- 
to him to possess the fullest meaning, and from what in the great majority of pupils. Second, the irrepressi- 
chords or notes each passage seems to move around or ble tendency to use the muscles of the forearm active- 
depend upon, he will be able to point out the climaxes ly whenever the fingers are engaged. This paper will Pei 
in any phrase ; bnt it is necessary that he should be able be devoted to the second point. : 
to analyze the sensations, emotions, and most subtle The modern French school of piano playing, which *^®vb 
feelings that are awakened by the music, and think them had as its founder Nicolas Joseph Huellmandel (1761- _j_ag 
out into a clear and tangible form so that he can explain 1823), and found its highest culmination point in hefod, 
them to a pupil and make the principles manifest to Frederic Kalkbrenner (1784—1849) has the honor of Ne 
him, and show him how to bring Out these effects in making the pianistic world acquainted with the fact, that 
their most perfect manner from any passage he may in good piano playing the arm must be loose. That the At] 
play. In fact, to teach expression successfully, requires arm mast be in a relaxed condition has been known and flueni 
■th<» most extended and careful preparation. The course taught now for nearly a century ; it is' the essential phy- prom 
of reading and study is quite extensive; as above indi- sical condition for legato playing, every teacher knows 
cated, and it will require considerable experiment and it, and yet the greater portion of piano stndents fail to a 
the bringing to light of one’s most obscure musical attain a good legato. Why ? Because we have not yet holdt 
impressions and an analysis of the emotions awakened advanced one step beyond the simple statement “ hold whicl 
by music and a putting of these into clear and concise the arm loose.” To my knowledge no one has yet said 
language ; then the teacher can successfully teach ex- how to keep the arm loose when the fingers are active, jj. jn 
pression. A beginner may be told day after day, week after week, hearl 
The reader may ask on what line shall the feelings be and month after month to hold his arm loose when play- in th 
analyzed. First it should be decided whether a compo- iAg, and he will not do it. ^Tll 
sition is thematic, or lyric in its style. Then its phras- Whenever the untrained hand uses a finger it uses the tjje , 
ing should be decided ■‘“upon, and in some instances it muscles of the forearm with it actively; this produces the 
will be necessary to play the passage over a number of stiffening of the whole hand, it also causes (supposing “the 
times before deciding. After the phrases are thoroughly the hand to be on the keyboard) a pulling-up of the hand 
marked, it should be decided whether each is divided away from the keys; hence there can be no legato, yy 
into two sections, or as is sometimes said, into question The simultaneous use of finger and arm muscles is swee 
and answer. The general impression of the passage nature’s way, we do it automatically. unwi 
should be taken, as to whether it is gay and joyous, or The moment a beginner puts his hands on the key- ?Jrar 
sad and sombre. Then decide upon its accents and board, from sheer force of habit his arm mnsqles are on J 
climax point, this also may require repeated playings, the alert and ready to act, and they do act without the also 
When it is hard to decide which of the various accents owner being conscious of the feet in the least, and he then 
shall be the climax, play it over, leaving out those notes may be told again and again' to hold his: arm loose, yet “ 
or chords where you suppose the accent to be, and note he will not do it, because he has no conception of the gjge, 
the effect. The more incomplete the effect will be with feeling of an active finger with a relaxed arm. rigid 
these chords left out, the more-sure you can feel that in The first thing to do is to make the mind familiar spiri 
them is the climax point. This can be illustrated as with the feeling of the relaxed arm. This can be done 
follows: The grandest sentence ever penned is: “ And by simply letting the pi£pdk observe his arm when in abso- gnat 
God Said, let there be light, and there was light.” lute rest. Let the hand be held above the keyboard, Y 
Continuity of tone in piano playing, 
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This Tone-Poem consists of two distinct ideas. The first is the" opening* subject} Period I.-This to be 
played in a sweet and expressive manner, with a soft full touch, the arm being- freely employed,especial¬ 
ly at the cKords. In all these, however, the inelody, (upper voice) is to be clearly but not too distinctly 
heard. It must preponderate slightly without standing-out. The second subject is to be played a little 
faster, Periods II and III, and with a certain freedom of time. At B the. long- tones must be carefully 
held out their full, vs 
motives. When the p 
slue. so that they continue to be fe. 
rincipal subject returns, as in Pe 
It until all the voices have entirely completed their 
riod IY, the original tempo Is to be resumed, and 
the contrapuntal figr 
It is to be heard as s 
iration in the bass must be treate 
subordinate melodic suggestion. 
d with a certain amount of melodic appreciation. 
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SOTJSOES OF IEPOEMATIOH-■ 00MIEB1TFG Schopenhauer are known to haye had great influence single simple feet; which only proves once again, tlat 
MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS •' upon Wagner’s personality, and through that, of course, the mor< the musician's memory is stored ritl miscel- 
uponi his music; whilein some of the charagforistics of hanteoufl facts and ideas, «- en such as do not seem to 
BT EDWARD Baxter perry. » George Sand, willbe found the key to certain of Chopin’8 have any connection with music, the lighter and more 
moods, and their musical expression. Bai even where successful;will be his labors in his profession. 
During the past, season I have received scores of let- no such relation between author and composer can be • The second main source‘.of information concerning 
ters from musical persons all over the country, asking traced, I deem one could rarely read a good literary musical works is found among musicians themselves, 
for the name of the book or books from which I derive work, chosen at random, without chancing npon' some There Is a, vast'amount of tradition, suggestion and 
the fend qf information, anecdote; and-poetic sugges- item of interest or information, which 'would 'prove knowledge appertaining to the masterpieces in this art, 
tion, concerning the compositions used in my lecture directly or indirectly of value to the professional which has never got into print, and lives only by passing 
recitals, particularly the points bearing upon the descrip- musician in his life work. And this is entirely apart from mouth to mouth, much as the early legends of all 
tive and. emotional significance of such compositions, from the general broadening, developing and maturing countries were orally handed down among minstrels and 
All realize the importance and value of this phase of influence of good reading upon the mind and imagina- skalds from generation to generation. Every great 
interpretative work, and many are anxious to introduce tion, which may be added to the more direct benefit interpreter and; every great composer becomes, with the 
it in their teaching or public performances; but all sought, forming a background of aesthetic suggestion passage of years ,of a long and active life, a vast and 
alike, myself not excepted, find the sources of such and perception, against which the beauties of tone valuable storehouse of all sorts of' hints, facts and ideas 
information scanty and difficult of access.' As I am pictures stand forth with enhanced power and heightened on the subject of various compositions, which usually 
always obliged to make the same reply, and that rather color. die with him, except such portions as have been orally 
a lengthy one; to such inquiries, it will save many repe- I know of no better plan to suggest to those striving for transmitted to pupils and associates. In this respect the 
titions and much labor, besides reaching a far larger an intelligent comprehension of the composer's meaning late Theodore Kullak was’ worth any three men I have 
number, if I may be allowed to make it through the in his great works, than much and careful reading, of ever known, and those of his pupils who had tastes and 
columns of The Etude. the best books in all departments, and the more varied interests similar to his own, and were of retentive 
First, let me say frankly that there is no such book,. or and comprehensive their scope, the better. In the memory, have all derived from him no mean portion 
collection of books. My own meagre stock of available search for enlightenment concerning any one particular of their material. To cull from every musician and 
material in this line has been laboriously collected, composition, I should advise the student to begin with musically-informed person all the odds and ends of 
without definite method, and at first without distinct works, if such exist, from the pen of the composer him- information in his possession, is a valuable, though 
purpose, during fifteen years of extensive miscellaneous self, followed by any biographies, and all essays, perhaps selfish, habit. And here let me emphasize to 
reading in English, French and German; supplemented criticisms and dissertations upon his compositions, which all students the importance of not allowing the memory 
by a rather wide acquaintance among musicians and are in print. If these fail to give any information, he to get into that very prevalent bad ’ habit of refusing to 
composers, and the life-long habit of seizing and mag- should proceed to read as much as possible, regarding retain anything which is not presented in print to the 
nifying the poetic or dramatic bearing and import of the composer’s country and contemporaries, and con- organ of vision. The ear is as good a road to the brain 
every scene, situation and anecdote. cerning any and all subjects in which he has become as the eye, and every one should possess the faculty of 
I sincerely regret that I cannot point the student to aware, by the study of his life, that the master was acquiring information from conversations, lessons and 
more easy and direct paths to the information of which interested. The chances are that he will come upon lectures, as readily as from books, 
he is in search; but such aid asisin my power, I am glad something of aid or value, before finishing this task. Still ' The third resource of the seeker after truth of this 
to give, as well as to detail my own methods of proce- very often the quest will and must be in vain, because nature is to be found within himself. The musician 
dure. If asked to enumerate the sources from which about many musical works there exists absolutely no should early accustom himself to grasp clearly the 
points of value concerning musical works can be derived, information in print. essential essence, the vital principle, of an artistic 
I should answer that they are three, not all equally I can perhaps better indicate the Course to be pursued moment, a dramatic situation. For some such moment, 
promising, but from each of which I myself haye obtained by giving some illustrations in my own experience. The mood; or situation, however vague or veiled, underlies 
help, and all of which I should try before desertingthe following will serve: DuriDg a recent trip in Mew *Wery true art work, and unlesls the performer can per- 
field. These are: first, and perhaps the most important, York State, I was asked whether Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite ceive and comprehend this inner germ of meaning 
reading; second, a large acquaintance among musicians, were founded upon any legend oratory, and if so, what, clearly enough to express it intelligibly, though it may 
and frequent conversations with them on musical sub- Though familiar with the composition in question, I had be crudely, in his own words, he will find that many a - 
jects ; and third, an intuitive perception, partly inborn never played it myself, nor given it any particular atten- hint has been lost upon him, and many a bit of 
tand partly acquired, of the analogies between musical tion, and in point of fact was as ignorant on the subject knowledge, that might have been his, has escaped him. 
ideas, on the one hand, and the experiences of life and as my interrogater, and obliged to confess as much. This is not a musical faculty merely, it is a mental 
the emotions of the human soul, on the other. I will Being, however, convinced, from the names attached to peculiarity. Every person, whatever his profession, 
now elaborate each of these a little, to make iny meaning different parts of the suite, of the probability of its should train' himself to catch, as quickly and clearly as 
more clear. foundation upon some literary or historic subject, I may be, the real drift of a book, an argument, a chain of 
While there is no book in which information concern- determined to investigate. I first read several biographical circumstances, a political situation, of history, of char¬ 
ing the meaning of musical compositions is collected and sketches of Grieg, but found no special mention of the acter, and to place his finger instinctively upon the 
classified for convenient reference, such information is Peer Gynt Suite; then everything I could secure on the germ, about which all else centres, 
scattered thinly and unevenly throughout all literatures, subject of Norwegian music in general and Grieg’s com- The power to feel instinctively the real mood and 
i grain here, a nugget there, like gold through the secret "positions in particular, without avail. As I knew Grieg meaning of -a* musical' composition is by no means con- 
veins of the earth; and can only be had by much digging to be, with the possible exception of Chopin, the most fined to the musical profession; indeed, is often strongly 
and careful sifting. Now and again you come upon intensely national and patriotic of all composers, I marked in'those ignorant of the very rndiments of the 
a single volume, like a rich though limited, pocket of inferred that if he had taken any legend or story as the art. I remember once playing to a rough old trapper, 
precious ore, and rejoice with exceeding gladness at the basiB of this work; it was undoubtedly Norwegian ip of-the early pioneer days in Wisconsin, who had drifted 
discovery of a treasure. But unfortunately, there is character. I read, therefore, several articles on the back to civilization to“ die in camp,” as he expressed 
usually nothing in the appearance or nature of such a history of Norway, the Norsemen, and the Norwegian it, the revolutionary 6tnde of Chopin, op. 10, No. 12, 
book to indicate to the seeker before perusal that this language and literature, watching carefully for the name written on receipt of the knowledge that Warsaw had 
treasure ia within, or to distinguish it from scores of of Peer Gynt, but in vain. I next undertook some of been taken and sacked by the Russians. “ What does 
barren volumes. And the very item of which he may the sagas or ancient Norse traditions, with the same it mean?” I asked when it was finished. He sprang 
be in search is very likely not here to be found, so he result. Having exhausted my resources in this direction, from his chair in great excitement. “ Mean ! ” he said, 
must turn again to the quest, which is much like seeking I began to investigate modern Norwegian literature: “ it means cyclone in the big woods! Indian onslaught! 
a needle in a hay-mow, or a pearl somewhere at the bot- Here, of course, I encountered, in large type, the names White men all killed, but die hard ! ” His interpreta- 
tom of the Indian Ocean. of Bjornson and Ibsen, and almost at the outset, I found tion, I need not say, was not historically correct, but for 
Musical histories, biographies, and (essays—what is among the-works of the latter, the versified1 drama of1 all artistic purposes, it was just as good, though expressed 
usually termed distinctly musical literature—by no means Peer Gynt, and my search was at an end.1 ■ Having in the rough, backwoods imagery familiar to him. He 
exhibit the only productive soil, though they are cer- procured a German translation Of this drama, I found caught the tone of rage and conflict, of desperate struggle 
tainly the most fruitful, and should be first turned to, scenes and characters fo jsorrespond exactly with those and dark despair, which sounds in every line, and he 
because nearest at hand. Poetry, fiction, travels, per- which figure in Griega music, and a reference in the had truly understood the composition, to the shame 
Bonal reminiscences, in short every department of preface to an orchestral snite, by this composer, founded. many a well educated musician, whose comment wo 
literature, from the philosophy of Schopenhauer to the upon Peer Gynt. . probably have been, “how difficult that left hand 
novels of George Sand, must be mad^n.o'contribute Now, had I been as well informed as I recommend all is I De Pachmann plays it much.fester, and wife an 
what it can to the stock of general and comprehensive^ my readers to be, I should have known at the outset of beautiful pianissimo^V.^ ,^. -• 
knowledge, which 1b our ambition. IJnstance these two 'this Norwegian drama, and been at once upon the right This particular study&is simply a yivi<l ;qjpod piet 
authors, because, while neither of them wrote a single track. But being only familiar with those prose dramas It-ia not ini any sense what is called descriptive* fees 
work which would be found embraced in a catalogue of of Ibsen which have been translated info English, I was -^rafeme:'m'n4cv^:it;hlA)h.':dis^ct:'meaiti^,3:'iydii 
mnainnl Kfi)rafnra fKa mofanjivoinol anonnlolinna . aC aKK«va() Ia nrr^avfalro oil fliia owfvo .IoKai* in oonanfoin n, Ka ' aw taao OTll\t,A000,l'»h Wawad I 
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THE ET OF LISTENING, aid of those who do not readily grasp its expression not forget that the greatest pianists the world has ever 
through the music itself. I wish to reiterate here what seen, artists who are not likely to be surpassed very 
I have before stated, that I would not be understood to soon, have acquired their astonishing, techniques without by a. j. goodbioh. 
hold that all music has or should have some story* con- the use of these very helpful accessory instruments., —- 
neeted with ik I merely believe that every worthy The muscles of the fingers, hands and arms are under ^Considering the fact that all music appeals directly to 
composition U musicl Betting of «om. scene, control of the will power. If-the mrtions of n rnnsde 
incident, mood,'idea, or emotion. Long practice in or of a group , of muscles are, constantly exercised, toe hearing among their pupils. Violin and vocal students 
perceivingand grasping what may be termed the “internal actions will, after a time become , unconscious, at least necessarily acquire some facility in recognizing the dif- 
evidence” of the music itself will develop in the musician to a certain degree. For instance, the muscles of the ference between certain intervals, though their appre- 
a susceptibility to such impressions, which will often legs axe operated fay ..portions of the voluntary nerve dnrmaaf.km^' h&Vmmm change8 »8ually 
lead him to a knowledge elsewhere sought in vain, system. _ Flute, clarinet and cornet players, and even pianists 
and greatly lessen his labors -in arriving at knowledge Through the constant exercise they undergo by walk- and organists are generally nncnltivated, so far as listen- 
elsewhere to be found; ing, the action becomes to a great extent involuntary, ing may be considered. Pianists, who producefrom the 
I have now thrown all the liuht in my power upon the in other words, the voluntary actions of the muscles will instrument a harsh, unpleasant tone, do not realize that 
Me.* after .afflcieat P^rtice reftew aeftoaa The 
relating to musical compositions, and have, I think, njuscles which are used in piano playing are subject to - ’ ’ “ ’ --- 
demonstrated the difficulty of such an undertaking. For the same process. A performer is sometimes so much 
my own lecture recital programmes I often select works overcome with stage fright in public performances that 
about which I happen to be well informed, and have he loses all control over the muscles, but with the help 
more than once spent an entire summer in reading and of reflex action he is able to go automatically through 
research concerning others which I wished to include, his task. A composition, if well practiced, iB played by 
It will be seen, from the nature of the case, that because reflex action, the will power only superintending the in- 
one possesses full information in regard to a certain voluntary motive power. 
ballad or polonaise, by no means establishes a certainty, we play a piece for the first time the eye carries 
as is sometimes inferred, that he will be equally en- impressions to the nerve centers. From there the 
lightened concerning all -others. There never was and active impulse is transmitted by way of the nerves to the 
never will be any one man who can furnish information muscles, which do their work voluntarily, with the ex¬ 
on the snbject of all compositions, and it is equally ception of some passage work which has by previous 
impossible that any glossary or cyclopaedia will ever be atudy been made automatic property of the fingers and 
r»nmr*il£w1 wVitoVi Pan « rfl.t.n moteininv U *vail bl for mmediate use whenever ailed or, h 
very root of the difficulty; for if pupils could distinguish 
between musical and unmusical effects, they would soon 
r< n jdy the d it acts of It uch. 
Yon Billow spoke a bitter truth when he said: “Pian¬ 
ists have no ears. ’ ’ They tonch a certain key supposed 
to produce a certain tone—the tuner is responsible for 
the rest. If the tuner chances to be a blacksmith, as 
is frequently the case, the performer remains blissfully 
ignorant of this fact. The piano is supposed to be at¬ 
tuned. Bat this is of minor importance when compared 
to the details of touch, tone-quality, phrasing, etc., which 
none-but a cultivated ear can properly regulate and 
adjust. 
It is commonly supposed that if one hears consider¬ 
able music he will become cnltivated, but this is trne 
only in a limited sense. If a young person be sent from 
home and made to drift about from place to place among 
different kinds of people and customs, he will eventually 
become more or less world-wise. But the fact remains 
that some special home-edncation would have enabled 
him to appreciate more readily and fully whatever his 
unaided observation taught him, and in a much shorter 
time. 
And in music, it may be truly asserted that better 
results can be produced in the matter of ear-training 
from a year’s systematic course of anricnlar exercises 
than would be possible from ten years’ experience in 
merely attending concerts. Let those who would dispute 
this assertion, answer the question, How much of a 
symphony do average concert-goers comprehend ? Whpt 
can they tell yon after listening to a concerto, overture 
or symphonic poem? Scarcely more than a child wonld 
discover in a kaleidoscope. They mistake extraneonB 
embellishments for melodic motives, outline for delinea¬ 
tion, the frame for the picture. 
It is not sufficient for a class to he requested to listen. 
The necessity must first,be explained to them, and then 
they mast be told how to listen. The phenomena of j sound and the fundamental principles of our system of 
tonality require some explanation at, the very outset of 
the ear-training course. 
In order to fully exercise any particular faculty, it is 
necessary to concentrate the attention as much as pos¬ 
sible. This is especially true of the sense of hearing; 
for, as the sounds are invisible, there must be Borne 
inner receptacle for their lodgment. The writer has 
observed in his “ Musical Analysis ” that those who see 
the most hear the least of a musical performance, and 
one of the most important conditions to attentive listen¬ 
ing is that the keyboard of the illustrating instrument 
(piano or organ) be so situated as to be invisible to the 
class. Place a screen in front of the instrument, or 
have it in an adjoining room. 
PHYSIOLOGY AID PIAIO TEOHIIO 
motion a distinct impulse. Voluntary action is gradu¬ 
ally replaced by reflex action, and after sufficient prac¬ 
tice the fingers are moved entirely by reflex action, the 
latter being, if I am allowed the simile, the pupils of 
the voluntary action. When a piece of music is memo¬ 
rized, the fingers do their work automatically. T<^ 
prove this we have only to take the notes and attempt 
to read the music, and we will discover that the notes 
are no help whatever, bat rather an encumbrance 
of course, after studying 
BY JEAN MOOS 
This, 
piece for such a length of time 
and arms is the only means for acquiring the !,ae Performance os. it has become an habitnal action, 
necessary technical skill. They are the devotees of the Our finest pianis attain a speed o ten or eleven hun- 
Technicon and Practice Clavier. Their antagonists, Arel notes per-minute, each note representing a double 
and among them prominent performers, who prove by motion of up and down Btroke, and if we add to this an 
their own accomplishments that their side of the ques-7 average of one to each note for horizontal motion of the 
tion is entitled to careful 'consideration, claim that, a finSer8> wrists and arms, the sum of actions iB thirty to 
good technic can only be obtained by playing the piano, thirty-three hundred movements to a minute, which is 
What is technic? how is it acquired ? Piano technic undoubtedly the highest rapidity of muscular motion de- 
is the ability of the fingers, hands and arms to perform v®loped by the animal organism. Piano playing in its 
in a faultless way the mechanical actions required^ first stage, however, is not so much a matter of muscu- 
to render a musical composition. These mechanical for power as an intellectual process, depending to a 
actions are made by the muscles, and the mnBcles are great extent on the state of the nervous system. It de- 
operated from the nerve centres through the medium of Galops, as such, a portion of our intellectual faculties, 
the nerves. The muscles are only the means to accom- and by doing this takes part in cultivating the remaining 
plish a desired purpose, and however highly they are. parts of our intellect. Considering this we may cer* 
developed, however powerful they may be, muscle power tsinly be justified in dismissing the term, mind-killing I ftgpiration is the cause of the failure. 
WISDOM OP MA3STY SHALL 
—Keeping everlastingly at it brings sncces. 
Teaching is seed planting.—Thomas Tapper. 
Youth-struggle seems to be the pillow for age-rest. 
—Tapper. 
The young instructor generally tries to teach too GRK 
much.—-Thomas Tapper. this quef 
THE TEA0HEE PLAY THE PUPILS' 
PIECES POI THEM? 
BY PERLEE Y. JEKVIS. 
A sums many teachers of whom the writer has .asked 
this question have answered promptly in the negative, 
unmusical ones never try. Third. The quickest way to. 
teach the principles of phrasing, touch, and expression is 
to do them. While the writer would not he understood 
to deny the importance of teaching Ills pupil to think for 
himself, he believes that the methods taken to secure 
that result often have the contrary effect, particularly 
with children. Instead of following the laws of mental 
development and teaching the effect first, the cause later, 
we reverse this Order, often to the confusion of the 
Those who never study a work away from their instrn- giving as reasons for snch answer—first, that it makes pupil; there is too much analyzing and learning by rule. 
neat km » but little wfaa the music conta is.—A. 7 
Goodrich. 
•' Couperin, so far back as 1717, said: “ Beautiful play- 
the pupil an imitator, by which process he loses individ- After the pupil has seen, or rather heard, the effect he 
uality; second, that it Is subversive of good study, 
because the pupil will play by ear; third, that if the 
“ ;limor« quickly learn tl princij e up nwhicl feis 
based. The piano teacher can learn many valuable 
ing depends more upon suppleness of the fingers than pupil is taught the principles of phrasing, expression, and lessons in this respect from the Kindergartners. Fourth. 
; touch, he will seldom fail to bring out the emotional con■ T- *l*~ *—i—1-e-*1-~ upon strength.” 
Thought well invested pays large returns; you cannot t&x^f ^ece 
learn to manage this kind of investment with too much 
care. —Tapper. 
The composer of music is. the only one who armies 
a ld< a c a i j l.  i I th< afl ? t< ii tate t: eacher’s p rformanc tl ,
tits of the piece himself. pupil unconsciously acquires very valuable, ear training. 
The writer would like to say a few words in reply to a feature in study that is not given the importance it 
these objections, which the reader can take for what he 
thinks they are worth. Whether consciously or not, we 
ai imitate s fro infancy How does he 1 ea nto 
beauty. All other artists merely imitate the beauty seen telk? By imitation. Do his thoughts or speech lose 
in nature. Fred. L. Lawrence. individuality on that account? How are we taught to 
Ho man succeeds in any walk in life withont effort, writ 1 B y a-** ting i 
l  < deserves, fh t playing f r the pupil loes not ecesss 
u ^ »> s c .< j  f i r» rily de tr \ 1 is >; dej er fence . id ori in lity is j -oved 
l t child l r  by the fact that the teachers who have had the greatest 
thoughts or speech lose success in developing these points in their pupils con- 
?  r e t t t stantly play the latters’ pieces; the writer need only 
Does oar handwriting lose name Dr. William Mason and Mrs. Agnes Morgan, of 
unless he be a genius, and even then he mast apply his individuality thereby? Has not every great composer New York, in proof of this assertion. After all, the 
God-given oi rs.- fa d J Iyer. had his period >f mitati n ’ Has n ai cte ’ origi answer 1 j t jnestion at h beginni , of this arti le 
The self-complacency of many would be turned into nality ? It iB needless to multiply examples; there must 
modesty if they were to mind the maxim of a great artist, 
“ All that is beantifnl is difficult.”—G. S. Ensel. 
A life withont a purpose is a languid drifting thing; 
be a basis of imitation underlying all progressive work. 
depends upon the teacher. If he be capable of rendering 
his pupils independent atad self-reliant, as every true 
The writer has yet to learn of any method of teaching a teacher should, he can with safety play the pupils’ 
fine touch or artistic rubato by word of month alone, and pieces. If he be a teacher who puts every pupil through 
there are many other points in artistic playing that can the same machine routine, regardless of personal char- 
only be acquired by imitation. A musically bright acteristics, he cannot by playing for him do any greater 
every day we ought to renew our purpose, saying to our- ^ere are any other points in artistic playing that can 
selves: This day let ns make a sound beginning, for 
what we have hitherto done is naught.—Thomas d Kem- 
pis. 
Professional singers and players are beginning tc as 
same a position and iignity whic they ought neve to 
have lost by refusing any longer to promote conversation 
by their art.—S B. Haweis x _ i 
Every seed af carel s esse a * a gl g nc sowi lath 
pupil will at in five lino m j ying points in styl 
that yon could not make clear to him in an hour of talk. 
In fact, how is the study of pianoforte playing possible 
if the element of imitation be eliminated ? Up to a cer¬ 
tain point, the writer believes imitation to be absolutely 
necessary; when that point has been reached, with a 
musical pupil, there enters a subtle element that evades 
analysis, call it personality, soul, or what yon will, that 
damage to the pupil than is already" being done. 
CAST-IEOI TEAOHEES 
In no branch of pedagogics is there is so little under¬ 
standing of the laws of the science as in music teaching. 
beginning will spring up later and bring forth its bitter sends the warm glow of life through the piece learned 
fruit. Under no circumstances is lllnstrated more after a set pattern, and thereafter makes the composition o^der of intelligence. Of the science of teaching, of the 
forcibly Goethe 8 saying, For every fault brings its own a part of the player himself. intuitive perception of a pupil’s abilities, of the many 
J iJschmann 'ni., rn, nnf fn, , different modes of their development, many a so-called punishment on earth.”— . C. Esch . 
Alway rem nl sr t at composers rril - vith a reason: ! 
that they have a definite thought in all they do. It is 
morally more healthfnl to arrive at perfection in one 
de art nent than to enjoy a pun, m sdio ritj • r eve *s an 
eri f excel mi ,i .1. al, and ii ure herself gi Id s 
ns to this conclnsion by endowing men. with special 
faculties.—H, M. Haweis. 
The thought that we have no knowledge of Harmony 
j. Counterpoint, and 1 n< < bat few of the great mas * 
The second reason given for not playing for a pupil, 
viz.: that he will practice by ear, is no reason at all. 
What right has any teacher who understands his busi¬ 
ness to allow a pupil to prepare Ms lesson is that way ? 
i t iti r ti f il’ iliti , f t   
“professor” remains in ignorance throughout all his 
days. The true teacher is a natural compromiser; he 
will accept half a loaf rather than no bread, and will be 
content with a moderate result from mediocrity, while 
The very fact that he does is a confession of weakness demanding a great result from talent. The anecdote 
.t. . r , , , , ,, , , , ,, told of Dr. Arnold, a born teacher if ever there was one, 
on the part of the teacher, who should not only be able wiu be held conata’ntly before him as a guide of action 
to tell the pnpil what to do and show him how, but also 
make him do it; this is the hall mark of the successful 
teacher; without is he has clearly missed his calling. 
Now as to the third reason. As a theory long held by 
works, should not humiliate us, but drive us on to get the writer, it meets with his most hearty approval, 
possession of this knowledge. Schubert in his last days, Unfortunately, however, it does not work with the aver- 
only hegan a thorough course in theory; Schumann in ^gc pupil. Gould one’s class be composed only of the 
his younger days despised rules, but when older re-* few really musical pupils, eager for knowledge, studious 
wrote many of his earlier works.—Presser. " 
Amatenrs give us so much trouble becaus th y are them the principles >f phrasing, expression, and touch, 
creatures of twofold character ; necessary and useful, when the re8t would come of itself‘ Bat Buch a claBS is 
when with a sincere interest they combine unassuming a rara avis the writer hm ***** 8UCCeeded ia 
The great Doctor was once getting ready to punish a boy 
vho had cont antly and per latently i i/t;'' ' i his 
lessons. As the birch rod was being taken from its 
resting place, preparatory to the administration of a cas¬ 
tigation, the boy exclaimed earnestly, “Indeed. Doctor, I 
am doing the best I can ! ” The rod was put back, and 
Dr. Arnold frequently referred to the incident as the 
best lesson that a pupil had ever taught him. The true 
teacher will remember, then, that he is not to; expect a 
fixed result from each student, but rather a widely dif¬ 
fering series of results, according to capacities. Natu- 
rally, therefore, the course of tuition must vary greatly. 
In music there are too many cast-iron teachers who do 
not understand the art of compromise; they have bnt 
one indexible method, which they thrust down the throat 
reticence ? bat contemptible, sn/to be disparaged, when A large proportion of every teacher’s class con- of every pupil, and when the system ends the student, as 
they are bloated with vanity and conceit, anxious to push 81818 OI “serial our oi wnicn ue muse maae wnar ne can. 
themselves forward and give advice. There are few They forget all about principles between lessons, and the 
artists whom I respect more than a first-class'amatenr, teacher’B onl7 re80nrce is to aPPeal 86089 of 
and there are few that I respect less than a second-rate hearing. How can this be done except by frequent per- 
sists of material out of which he must make what he can. it sometimes must, they vaunt the success of their 
They forget all abont principles between lessons, and the method assnperior to all others, but of the many failures 
.■ . . * * rm «n n nt si m alndtiAitv ondwanaMnn in mnain 4. uoj ecu au auuuu utiuvipivo w&i, u uuu vuv • • ■« ; •« •» ■- /, ;"..r.-‘T; srs.vm+p .:o tv -• . • • ■ 
. , , , . , , . ■ . - nothing is Baid. More elasticity and variation in music 
teacher s only resource is to appeal ^o.-their sense °* tea^ng "i# a necessity..in these days, for there iB a 
he ring o ;an t is l done exce; j req > i •* r endenev on the part f man to becoa ai. 
one.—Felix MendeUsohn-Bartholdy. 
A Waste of Time.—Old Theodore Kullak told me, 
shortly before I left off studying with him in Germany, 
that be intended developing a piano method which should 
dispense with Stndes altogether, as he found ample 
formances of the piece, not only in its entirety, bnt 
in fragments? 
 i l <y * 11 I '*i*  •h( i • <  * rt l»* 
manufacturers, turning out a certain number of pupils 
eaci j V - ac< irding »i method a in lei at ng is hat 
by the great composers. He evidently believed that the 
old 6tudes were an immense waste of time.— William 
H. Sherwood. . 
The Christmas holidays will soon be here. Pleased 
look over our list and see what to you is desirable. 
m ... . , of a machine, bnt not nearly so regular in-its reBnlts. 
From what has been said it will readily be surmised Ifc -g a fact that ia very little nn(3er8tood that teaching is 
that the writer approves of playing for the pnpil, and for largely intelligent criticism. Self-tuition is generally 
these reasons ; First. In order to keep a pnpil thoroughly an abject failure, because a book is merely an automatic 
. . , ,, . , . . ., , , , guide; but behind the book there stands the teacher, 
means for the cultivation of everv kind and varietv of mtereated he “a8t p.ecesthat he l.kea ; in order ?ritici’ing the reaulta obtained and pointing to methods 
. . J0 . . ton t e e y k n id variet, ot to accomplish this, the piece must be played for him, if of betterment. As a matter of course, these comments7' 
piano playing in short exapiplea or parts of the pieces bels to have any choice! in the matter. Second. In an shonld be special to each case, and no good teacher ^ 
experience of ten years as a teacher the writer has W1}\ train two natures exactly alike. It has been 
. . , - , said that amidst the great luxuriance of nature it would ■ 
found that playing for a pnpil is not subversive of good be impOB8ibie to find two leaves, or buds, or flowers, 
study; on the contrary, after hearing a finished perform- exactly alike; how much more difficult mast it be •> 
ance of a difficult passage, the pupil will often practice to discover two minds, characters, or natures which are ' 
'with renewed ardor, in order to approach the ideal set by exactly similar. When iMi pedagowie , be hein mnaic 
, m, 3 £ ... , . or any othier-'-branen' of-.'tetthiB'ft .m«ow(p 'tn#%. 
the. teacher. The danger of practicing by ear amounts h-fdred natures in one mould he will-have a \ t t r.  r f r ti i   r a ts 
Manyof our subscribers are working for premiums to practically to nothing: the most gifted of the writer's | unanswerable argument in favor of regnlaritv of 
give as Christmas presents. , pupils could not retain enough of a piece to do it; the | in training tlieni—but not before^—ifustcaZ "Hera 
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THE E T IT 33 E 
SOME THINGS PIANO STUDENTS SHOULD 
NEVER DO. 
II. WHAT I SAW ON MY VACATION. HELPS AND HINTS 
BT CHARLES W. LANDON, 
"When you find yourself wrong, do not cling to the 
error because it is yours.—Thomas Tapper. 
It was determination that made H'andel run after his 
father’s coach, and thus become a musician. 
Don’t strike, but let the fingers fall. At first the tone 
will be nearly inaudible, but with practice it will gain 
every day in power.—JDeppe. ■ 
Don’t play out of time. You should be able to count 
aloud regularly throughout the piece, giving the proper 
length to each note.—T. O.-Jeffers. \ 
We should not teach our pupils anything without 
lotting them know the why and the wherefore; it is thus 
that they will learn willingly and with interest.—G. 
Schelling. 
The exact amount of practice one can endure must be 
determined by experience. It is useless to spend time 
after body and brain are exhausted. You are pumping 
from an empty cistern.—K. 
It is a mistake to incessantly practice a piece as a 
whole. The difficulties should at once be attacked and 
thoroughly practiced, beginning a few notes before 
them and including a bar or more at their end.—T. C. 
Jeffers. 
That which the scholar plays in public must always be 
easier than those things which he studies alone. The 
natural fear and embarrassment of the pupil must always 
be taken -into consideration in the selection of pieces for 
public performance.—A. Hennes. 
Can anything more monstrously irritating be imagined 
than the inconceivably dull pupil, who, every time any¬ 
thing Is shown him, invariably replies, with a put-on 
gleam of intense intelligence: “Ah I yes, I seel” and 
who yet all the time has not slightest ghost-like shadow 
of a notion of really “ seeing ” ?— T. A M 
To habits of industry, love of toil, and patient 
drudgery we must look for onr ultimate success, not only 
in music but in every department of life. With the 
indefatigable industry of great musicians we are all quite 
familiar, and we find great literary men likewise attribute 
everything to.hard work I 
On the choice of pieces a great deal depends. It 
should always, be borne in mind that nothing should be 
grfen the pupil that he may not reasonably expect to 
master after proper practice. Thus, if the pupil’s hand 
be very small the piece should not contain many octaves, 
large chords, or passages requiring a hand of ordinary 
grasp.—T. CL Jeffers. 
If the teachers who are constantly struggling to keep 
soul and body together would only gather the few pupils 
they have and organize a weekly class, at which pupils 
and teachers would take part, the whole world w'ould be 
brighter. Then there are harmony classes and pupils’ 
concerts, history, lectures, and recitals, which, if the 
teacher would only undertake arid confine to his own 
pupils, he would soon have plenty to do and be a happier 
and more useful man to society. 
BT DOH H. LONG 
I was for a few days in a small New England village 
that had a good brass and reed band that gave a concert 
on the Village Green once a week. The pieces played 
were good music and well performed. To listen to as 
good music as that was is a benefit to mnsic pnpils and 
tends to elevate the taste of the public, in fact, the latter 
is} perhaps^ its greatest benefit; for when the general 
public appreciate best kinds of music, as they should, our 
art will flourish and good teachers will be in demand, 
and mnsic of the best kinds will be studied and enjoyed 
with all of the improvement and refinement that this 
implies. 
In a town on the Susquehanna I met a teacher who 
works on bis small farm a part of the time and teaches 
music the remainder of the ’week and especially during 
the winter. He Is », German, and thinks that he la an 
authority In musical matters, for he tells as proof of his 
superior knowledge, “ I studiet music fife terms in 
Schermany pefore I goumed to America already. ’1 When 
a pupil does not get on well enough to please the parent, 
he says,15 It vill all gome to tier at once one of those times 
already.” This man gives lessons at twenty-five cents 
Never get conceited. Really, this will be one of your 
worst enemies. The public has a way of sitting down on 
it. Because you have some little technical facility, do 
not be led into the thought that you are an artist. The 
artist Is evolved slowly and unconsciously. 
Never be a piano strummer. They are so surpris¬ 
ingly numerous that we can exist without any addition 
to their mbi r 
Do not waste your time in studying trashy composi¬ 
tions. One cannot be a successful player of the classics 
and be a player of popular music at the same time. 
There are plenty of good compositions without turning 
to them . 
Never make unnecessary contortions of the body, head, 
«- arms. They are the adj inch of sentimentality or con 
ceit. 
Never employ a poor teacher, 
are worse than wasted 1 
Never sit practicing with .your mind wandering all 
ovel creation. Music is supposed to teach concentra¬ 
tion of mind. If you cau’t concentrate yours, get out of 
music. 
Never play in an even-toned, dead-level, punching 
fashion. Study shading, delicacy, etc. They are the 
charms of an artist. If you have a poetic instinct it will 
very likely come naturally. 
Never for a moment think that mnsic is but a mere 
amusement. If you do, you are an unworthy exponent. 
Your money and time 
When visiting one of my graduates I was taken to a 
church where there was a good reed organ, to try it and 
play from a book of reed organ music that was just 
(Modesty prevents me from giv¬ 
ing the title of the book.) 
'i ie press 
I was perched up on a totter- 
ingj, wobbling stool and played for about two hours, and 
tften stopped from sheer exhaustion. Moral: Don’t 
allow a pupil to use an unsteady seat, nor to practice 
the organ too long at a sitting. Also see to it that the 
pupil can reach the blowing pedals easily, and, if neces- 
sary, sacrifice for the sake of easy blowing what yon 
consider the best height for the keyboard position. If 
practice is allowed to be too hard work, it will but dis- 
gust the pupil with music. HELLER’S MUSIC 
Heller stands alone in the world of music, though he 
is connected with the Schumann-Mendelssohn period. In this same town I attended a Sunday-school that had 
an orchestra of fourteen pieces. 1 hat they had hne 
singing and music there, need not be said. The leader 
of the orchestra was the Sunday school Superintendent, 
and he remarked, in a conversation with me on the sub¬ 
ject, that the orchestra did much tb increase and hold 
the scholars of the school, apd especially to keep young 
people in the Bchool of tlm age when they were so much 
inclined to stay away because they felt that they were 
too old for scholars. Moreover, the influence for the 
.gause of music was marked on the church and on the 
mernbers of the orchestra, for all but one or two of its 
members were quite young; six of them were young 
ladies. best thoughts and deepest emotions in piano music. 
i—■ 
LETTERS TO TEAOHEES Questions an3 ^nsweijs, 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
overit oe Bela, ana is tnere any nxea rule regaraing i e «Twenty Lessons to a Beginner.” C. W. L. “I have always played upon the piano until lately, 
Pause? Interested Reader. . when I became organist of our village church. A lady 
Ans.—Modern writers are putting down the exact Ques. In some ot my pieces I find places where a with a very good ear for music, though no performer 
the old rule is to hold the note about twice as long as if 0. L. v. do at all, and yet she says that there is always that differ- 
it had no hold or pause sign over it, or, in other words, _&ns.—jn the better kinds of music one not infre- ence between piano and organ players. Can you tell me 
the Hold or Pause doubles the length of a note or rest; quently finda places where fte Qne hand wiU take the what the trouble is? v “ o. a. w.” 
but as it usually occurs atthe close ofa period, or at the letter natural and the other the same letter but in a differ- The trouble is that the “ up ” motions of the fingers 
close of a piece, this rule is as often broken as followed, fint octave> flat or sharp. Some most delightful effects are are not properly performed. Instead of rising promptly 
it being a matter of taste rather than one of exactness. thu8 producedj and the mn8ic Gf the standard and classic when a new key is taken, the finger which was holding 
Yet, when an artist is approaching a great climax and masters abounds in such examples. C. W. L. the former key (in the same voice) is released slowly, 
ends it with a powerful chord, he would pause till his and, no attention .being given it, it rises slowly, permit- 
feelings were wMhd end then go on with the remninder ting the two tones to sound tiietherfor a moment. This 
of the piece, entirely disregarding rule, and following his the Chopin method, which he says is the best in use? will be overcome by a better legato practice. The legato 
own feelings and ideas as to h6w long he waited for the What is it, and where can it be found? a. l. w. idea includes not only the joining of successive tones, 
pause. But this is the artist’s privilege and not a safe Ans.—There are four ways of fingering the chromatic but more than this, the exact joining, in such a way that 
rule for the amateur. C. W. L. 8Cale of thirds, major and minor. The two most in use the tones precisely connect without overlapping in the 
Ques.—What book .in music will answer the examine- are the so-called Czerny and Chopin methods. Wethink slightest degree. The ear ought to correct this fault on 
tion questions published in the May number of The the Chopin fingering the best, because it was used in the the organ. It your iriend will stand by you when you 
Etude? v. s. n. Liszt School by Robert Pflughaupt and Franz Bendel, P1^’ and at the exact moment when this occurs call your 
Ans.—The examination questions that appear in the two best pianists in that school when we were there, attention to it, you will after one or two trials hear it for 
The Etude from time to time are only answered by Dr. Julius Knorr, a very celebrated teacher of Leipzig, yourself. The easiest way of remedying it, would be to 
a general knowledge of the subject ; no one book is a key first taught me the Chopin fingering. Here it is.. The practice a little every day on the Practice Clavier with 
to them or gives an answer to them. Examination third finger (foreign fingering) is used on all the black the up clicks, which are designed to cure precisely this 
questions are to show one's ignorance up to himself, and keys and the thumb on all white keys:— fault. It is not usual for piano players to manifest this 
to find out what one knows. If in reading over exam- ^ r E 3-4- 5- 3- 4- 3- 4- 3- 4- 6 
ination questions you will take note of those that you \ C 1 2 12 112 1 2 1 ■ 
cannot answer, it will show you on what subjects you Chromatic major and minor thirds and fourths are 
need to do further Btudyj and this latter reason is why we fingered the same way by this method, 
give them a place in The Etude. C. W. L. The four ways of fingering chromatic thirds can fee 
Ques.—1. What is the best method of fingering the found in my book, “ Perfection of Technique.”, 
scales? J. M. T. 
2. How can I make my fourth finger as strong as the _ , „ 
others? With the fourth finger of my right hand I can Ques. 1. Can a person by private study make satis- 
lift just enough to clear the key, but it is a difficult factory progress in the theory of music, or is it necessary 
matter to move that of the left. 1 have practiced finger to„aI® a teacher? ‘ 
exercises faithfully. t. o. m. . 2; What exercises and fetudes would you recommend 
. • to improve execution and technic ? -. e. s„ A. 
Ans.—1 Authorities differ Select from the standard „ , , , , . 
- ~ . . .. . . , . Ans.—1. It a person is a good student and is not 
ways >f finger ie vfaat t< mu is the easiest and most . . , - - , 
", j ,, , . .. . . , ,, easily discouraged and has enough of the plodding spirit 
natural way and then stick to it. Amateurs should ,; , ° ° , j , 
, . , c . n in him to frequently review and try over and over, he 
never practice more than one Atyle oi scale fingering. . , ,, . ■ can learn musical theory by himself. I have known 
2. I should think your hand would be a good subject in8tance8 where it wa8 8ncce88fnlly done, but they are 
for an operation for the liberation of the ring finger. rare> The next best thing is lessons by correspondence, 
However, I do not advocate this except in extreme cases. where your exercises will be corrected, mistakes pointed 
In a teaching experience of more than twenty-five years out, necessary hints given, all of which will materially 
I have found very little difficulty with fourth fingers. Of lighten your labor and give you new encouragement, 
course, there is less independence and strength, but with Better yet, take lessons ofa good teacher where you can 
a thorough course of practice in Mason’s Two Finger talb these matters up> 
Exercises they gain sufficient strength and independence 2. It dependa upon what you want to do. For the 
for all practical purposes. C. W. L. general improvement of touch, facility in Beales and 
Ques.—Should sacred music, church and Sunday- arpeggios and best development of octave touch, Mason’s 
^school hymns, be played in dispersed or close harmony?-''*1 Technics ” are superior. If you wish to develop force of 
A Subscriber. expression, Heller’s “Selected Studies,” which are fully 
Ans.—On the pipe organ church music should be annotated, with explicit directions, given by some of our 
played in dispersed harmony, usually the hands playing best musicians, thus making them a consensus of the 
the four parts, while the feet also give the bass with best usage. These can be had at this office, 
the pedal, not, as is too often done, entirely in the lower 
octave, but up where it is written, that is if the pedals 
have two or more octaves compass. However, the size 
of the organ and number and power of its bass stops 
would modify this Bomewhat. Dudley Buck has written One of the best journals that comes to our table is tion of head, heart, and fingers, and thus do service to 
an invaluable book covering the entire subject of church The Voice .Quarterly, Frank H. Tubbe, editor, 3 East art and your fellow men. Inspiration is sure to follow 
music playing, entitled, “ Choir Accompaniment; ” the 14th Street, New York; 60 cents a year. We take after one has so completely mastered a work, for then we 
price of this book is $2.60, net, and it can be procured pleasure in especially commending this publication to feel a kinship with Apollo and become conversant in the 
through this office. C. W. L. voice teachers and vocal students. only divine language. Horace come3 as near to music 
Qui What >ookofabo;“ he ai ide t —7 ’- *n i as any one I kn 
as Kohler’s practical method do you consider best ? ' „ . , A. • „ the goodness to memorize his Ode to Apollo (XXX), 
. „ „ Music rooms, parlors, and dining rooms ol musical _ T n , A-»n«(vvn „„j 
a. D. h. J . J- r - .. , , ,, . To His Lyre (XXXII), On Diana and Apollo (XXI), and 
. T . r people and the studios of i isic teachers should be _ r> ,, 
A»S -In mr expemneem teaching I gradually ador„ed „ith »orka S art from the brash and chisel of To MBoe„a, I yen-.11 nnderstend wh,t I mCM. 
discard the mdraolinn book after the first terra beennse fatnona 3ee car new praminmlist for a dccCrip- In my ’.“T,', 1 
I can find better things, and adapt pieces sue! 6tudes .. . - , , , portions of poems on the title-pages ot my a. .-n, imv.- 
to the pecnliar wants of the individual pupil, selecting l°n ° severa ar Sem r ? ‘ ■ • trative of the sentiment therein. Ossian’s prose is good 
such as I want from the many pieces and 6tddesto be had To accommodate our subscribers we let the subscrip- for Chopin Ballades and Studies, Op. 10, especially 
from the publishers. “ In the counsel of many there is- .tions for The Etude continue for a few months after ex* No. 12. Of course, the^poems of Mickiewicz must not 
wisdom,” says the proverb, and taking that as a fact we pftation ; but it is more business-like to remit the cash be neglected, nor the perusal of Shakespeaee’B “ Lear1*, 
ive been sparing no pains in getting out editions of for the vi >on recei*.. of notice that the subscr >n aatic ir jnsity. Ofth i more anon. 
TEAOHEES’ EOEUM, 
HEW PUBLI0ATI0HS 
We are { f very testimonial from the klavier-lehrer,” Berlin. 
easy pieces for children. These pieces will be fully fa. Mason’s ®'s Touch and Technic; or, The Tech- 
annotated and rnlly edited; We deal fieceB Arijatic Touch,’’, .published by Theo. PresB 
a- »**«»»- •» *-*«". »<• *—- 
ask >ur readers to sen ace names of piec aly*. The i oroughn 
the descriptions, or stories they have written out for with which the author has treated and articulated Mb. 
them. All teachers know how very difficult it 1st© get jnatenal m worthy ofthe highest commendation, even 
easj music that is really good, and that at about this and position of the hands as set forth. C. Seitz. 
point in many pupils’ musical c aer it is almostimpos- T, . t'.i , „ ‘ 
, . , , * . . ., » , V4v. t • I have read,** Music Life and How, to Succeed in It.’? 
m0irK» keep them interested; therefore we ask this early ;ffc mgU to j,e in of every teacher .and read by 
cooperation of.the teachers among out readers; • every student, ' ' ... Yours respectfully, ■ ■1 ■ 
PUBLISHER’S NOTES 
Please call the attention of your friends to our pre¬ 
mium and cash offers for new subscribers. Some one or 
more of them may like to earn a prize. 
Please send orders early, especially those intended for 
Christmas presents, that you may avoid the rush and de¬ 
lay of the holiday season, over-crowded mails, etc. 
Please observe that in making up; a club ©r getting 
subscribers that you may secure a premium—it makes no 
. many secure 
them. 
CONCERT PROGRAMMES 
Have you seen what a fine and desirable assortment os. 
articles we offer for sale and as premiums? 
Please sal! the-attention of your friends to this Pre¬ 
mium List and articles there offered for sale. 
Do you know of some person who would like to earn 
either a cash or one of the special premiums offered in 
this issue? If so, please send us the address, or show 
this premium number, calling attention to our liberal 
offer. 
Organ: Sonata, Op. 65, 2, Mendelssohn; Mazurka 
Teachers and students who are interested in the reed Fantastiqne, Op. 13, Hills; Caprice, De la Conr; 
organ will find in the “Album for the Cottage Organ,” Adagio and Minuetto, 4th Sonata, Schubert; La Chas- 
b, J. G. E. Stehle. . 0ae .etaio. of n,„„io e.peoi.1!, fE+JSSSl a.Xopi»“Si°„ef.'. £&. 
arranged for their instrument. These two albums are a grin;” Banquet Song, “ Tannhanser,” Wagner-Liszt; 
good supplement to any’ method, and as to grade of diffi- Polonaise, Op. 26, No. 2, Chopin; Romance, Op. 88, 
culty, they will work in with the last half of the instruc- Thalberg. 
tion books. The compositions are selections from the Recital by Pupils of Mr. A. W. Lickner. 
masters, standard writers, and modern composers: In Taneredi, 4 hands, Rossini j Nocturne, Op. 37, No. 
size and form these albums are not unlike the Harmo- * Chopin; Figaro, Mozart-Spindler; Essay, “Music of 
„ - r» . j... , , Nature,” from Carl Merz; lraumen, from Op. 15, 
mum albums of the Peters editions. These books Schumann; Waltz, Op. 64, No. 2, Chopin; Amitie 
contain 35 pages each, the pieces averaging about one pour Amitie, Wm. Mason; Piano Solo, Boildieu. 
page in length, some being longer and others shorter. Recital by the Pupils of Miss Helen Comstock. 
Price, 76 cents each. Valse de Concert, 4 hands, Mattei; Spinnliedchen, 
Albert Ellinenreich; Harmonious Blacksmith, Handel; 
The article by,H. A. Clarke, Mus. Doc., in this issue, Child’s Carnival, Streabrog; Tarentelle, A flat, Heller; 
entitled “ Theory Explained to Piano Students,” is one Dorothy, L.8mith; Autumn Leaves, Kunkel; Merry 
- m Evening Polka, No. 6, W. C. Wright; Valse, Op. 83, 
of a senes of articles to appear m The Etude. These Aug Durand; Lanterlach Maiden, Chas. Voss; Im- 
articles are a part of a work which will soon be published prpmptu, No. 2, Schubert; Gavotte Stephanie, Op. 812, 
i ib >k ft rm Th - v ... k i designed tc giie the j ian > Cribul ra Coral Caves, theme ai d Tan Sidne7 Ryan; 
pupil a knowledge of musical theory without the drugery o'°n Bijou, Op. 246, Egghard ; Fresh Life, Spindler; 
. T . , By the Brook, Op. 124, G. D. Wilson; On Blooming 
of writing exercises. It is to be studied along with Meadows, J. Rive-King. 
the piano lesson. We would advise teachers to apply . ' > 
these lessons to their pupils as they appear in The Etude. " ODC«,., 
The work will not be ready till ’92. SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column Inserted at.3 cants a word for one Insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. , 
TT^ D WARD B AXTER PERRY gave his first lecture 
JOi recital of the season for The Boston Training 
School on September 22d. He left the following day on 
a western tour of three months, during which he will 
piny in sixty different towns and cities. Bib route will 
be: New York, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, 
Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri. . Mr. Perry will return 
to Boston for engagements in that vicinity during the 
The First Grade of “ The Musician,” by Ridley 
Prentice, contains a large amount of especially valuable 
information to young teachers and earnest pupils. This 
one of the six books will also give a correct idea of the 
euceeedin 1 era of, this i lisj isab t ational 
work. Price 60 cents to teachers, postpaid. 
TESTIMONIALS 
On the 2d page of cover in this issue will be found 
advertised a list of anthem and singing books at about 
i price. Every organ and piano player should have a 
variety of these on hand. They will be found useful on 
many occasions, especially for student practice in learn- , - , c -, , * ^ 
to play church music and tor Sunday playing; this is an 
opportunity to get them at a nominal rate. ?°UT Publications very fine and could not well do 
rr ■ J b without them. “Touch and Technic” I find to be just 
what my pupils need, and the Thirty Selected Studies 
Because of the “ red tape ” risk and bother in send- from Heller are delightful. E. L. L. 
ing money through the mails, we desire an active and j have received Landon’s new “ Reed Organ Method,” 
ambitious agent in every town to take subscriptions for with which-—after a careful examination—I am greatly 
The Etude. We give liberal terms. Send for our cir- pleased. ■ 
cular of cash discounts on subscriptions to The Etude ; . experience as a teacher, I have not found an 
, • n 1 , - 0, a ' . instruction book for the reed organ which I could con- 
m* oob” imnp Mnam lan lPi* nr SratinnoMT Mmi'a Tn • . • 1 , .. - 
;iiSS|iai|6ii 
L.r>Ld 
__Y_i_ —AL.L :.lL_ __1 1..J|>_ mt.  »_A ; 
wants 
meet--the 
Eft y #!riil|.: 
That everything' in this list is also offered for sale, Piill particulars, mcluding prices, postage* express chargee, etc., are' 
given with each article. -1 Large-and heavy articles sent by express at the cost of purchaser or receiver at destination. 
HOW TOSECURE SUBSCRIBERS T0‘‘THE ETUhE.’’ ^ tpheV™e 
really is there is no difficulty whateyeir in securing a list ; in fact, our large subscription list is dlie to the worth of THE ETUDE - to musical 
people. A copy of it left in the .hands of a musical person will speak for itself. Hence, first leave a copy with a prospective subscriber for a day 
or two, for inspection, and call attention to the Prospectus, found on another page, where its features are described. Send for a few sample copies 
for this purpose. You can, of course, let several persons see the. same copy by not leaving it at any one place for more than a few days. Sub- 
scriptions can begin with airy number back to the beginning of the year. , ' : 
Subscriptions can be sent in when you like, and we will keep your account, so you can select a premium when you have finished your 
solicitations. Money to be sent with orders each time, of course. 
A WAD SI TO OS IR ‘ Every article offered has been personally inspected, and in describing them we have been exact, 
. wyny JU UUn JlLAOLria aud have not in the W overstated the truth; in fact, we keep within our motto, “ ©OOBS 
BETTER TJSEASvT AB1TE3§.TSSEB.M Our readers can order these goods in perfect confidence. As Premiums we make especially liberal 
offers, and to purchasers the prices are below current rates, and iu many instances even below publishers’ and manufacturers’ prices. In every 
instance great value for the money is offered. Please show our desirable list of Holiday goods to your friends. 
LIBERAL CASH DEDUCTIONS.. 
On# Subscription, no deduction,........ 81.80- 
I o Subscriptions, .... . - 1.36 each 
Three "    1.30 “ 
Four “ '. . . .. . 1.25 “ 
Five “ ... . . 1.20 “ 
.1.16 “ 
Ten “ ............ 1.10 “ 
Fifteen “ 1.05 “ 
Twenty “   1.00 “ - 
WITH CASH DEDUCTIONS NO OTHER PRERfllUM IS GIVEN. 
If HAT THE PREMIUMS ME F0i. 
Ws Offer Premiums to Subscribers for Their Trouble iu 
Seouriug Mew Subscriptions 
10 PEEMIUM GIVEN POE ONE SUBS0EIPTI0N. 
Teachers and Pupils will fisc! a large list ©f mu¬ 
sical works offered as premiums, thus giving them an 
- opportunity ot forming a musical library and at the same 
time helping the cause of music by introducing The 
Etude to musical people. We recommend the follow¬ 
ing workB as being particularly desirable:— 
MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS. 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas 
Tapper. Given for four subscriptions. Price, post¬ 
paid, $1.60. 
This book is selling rapidly and is most warmly com¬ 
mended by both professional and amateur musicians. A 
good book for presentation to students or teachers. 
Chats with Music Students, by Thomas Tapper. 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60. 
This book has met with an extraordinary sale, and is 
especially valuable to earnest pupils.' It makes a de¬ 
sirable presentation book for parents to give to their mu- 
sicarchildren or for teachers to present to their pupils. 
Musical Mosaics, by W. F. Gates. Given for four 
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60; 
This book presents the very best sayings on musical 
topics, chosen from the highest ranks of authors'; 170 
authors, 600 quotations. Elegantly bound for a presen¬ 
tation book. Would be acceptable to any lover of music. 
It is desirable as a table ornament and especially for the 
teacher’s studio, where pnpils and callers can take it up 
and re 
Pianoforte Music, by John C. Fillmore. Given for 
four subscriptions. Price, post-paid,.$1.60. 
Interestingly. written.-’ A comprehensive outline of 
musical history in its relation to tne pianoforte, from the 
beginning of the Christian era to recent times;'and it 
also contains short biographies of the great masters, 
with a critical estimate of their compositions. A stand¬ 
ard work in the leading conservatories. Valuable pre- 
sentation book. 
Lessons in Musioal History, by John C. Fillmore. 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.60. 
Written erest pupils. It , era the 
entire field of musical development, as oratorio, opera, 
orchestra, piano, organ, etc. Makes a valuable book to 
present to a music pupil. 
I Culture, Carl Merz. Giy r £ ;g 
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.76. f 
This -ie 
thinking Especially desirahl© to teachm-s, pnpils, and 
.matenrs who like to know the underlying principles and 
e&sons of wbat so Btirs them when hearing music. Good 
ok present to : choir les t i 
to teachers, pnpils, and amateurs. 
How to Understand Music, by W. S. B. Math¬ 
ews. Either vol. 1 or II for four subscriptions, price 
§1.50 each, post-paid; or for six subscriptions both 
voln . will b< »iven 
These books contain a great amount of information 
regarding the inner structure of music, thus showing the 
pnpiil how to play witty an effective expression. They 
also c mtain excellent biographies f the ma ers an 
special material for pnpils’ musicales. 
' A president of a college said: “ I have always en¬ 
joyed vocal music, but had found very little interest in 
piano, and none whatever in classical, music until hear¬ 
ing a coarse of four lectures and mnsicales from Mr. 
Mathews’ work, ‘How to Understand Music;’ since 
then the1 piano bps been my favorite instrument and 
classical music my chief delight.” 
A fine work for parents to present to their mnsical 
children or for pnpils to give to their teachers. 
The Musician, by Ridlet Prentice. In six volumes 
for six. subscriptions or three volumes for'four sub¬ 
scriptions or one volume for two subscriptions. 
Pric jts ■ jh. 
This work helps to a clear understanding and enjoy¬ 
ment of the beauties of music. Starting with the easiest, 
it leads on, in progressive order, to the most difficult, 
works written for the pianoforte. It is invaluable to 
teachers. Send for circular giving a full description. A 
fine presentation work for either the amateur or pro¬ 
fessional musk ian. 
Musical Studies at Home, by Margaret B. Har¬ 
vey. • Given for four subscriptions. Price §1.26, 
post-paid. _ 
This book is intended for those who cannot enjoy in¬ 
struction from superior teachers and are remote from 
musical centres. It gives help and suggestions for self- 
improvement. It is written in the conversational style, 
afluwas first publish ad in the Ladies' Home Journal as 
a serial. Elegantly bound for presentation. . 
The Study of the Piano, by H. Parent. Given for 
three subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.00. 
This work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book, and takcB the place of the primer and catechism. 
The book has 127 pages, and ib well bound in cloth. 
Parents will'do well in selecting this book as a present 
to their musical children. Teachers order it in quanti-1 
lies. A few of the subjects treated are : General Advice 
on Practice ; Necessity of Counting; Musical Memory; 
On Reading Music; The Pedal; Overcoming Bad Hab- 
its, etc., etc. 
Piano Teaching, by Felix le Couppey. Given for 
three -subscriptions. Price 76cts., post-paid. ; 
This book is more for pupils than for teachers, al¬ 
though of interest to both. The book abounds in prac¬ 
tical? helps and advice. A good presentation book. 
Palmer’s Piano Primer,, by H. R. Palmer. Given 
for tjir.ee subscriptions. Price, bound in cloth, §1.00, Sit-paid. 
is book enjoyB an immense popularity, and is by 
far the best piano primer We* issued. Every }>iano stu¬ 
dent should have a copy. It is durably bound in a suit¬ 
able style for presentation. 1 
Whye and Wherefores of Musio, by H. Sher¬ 
wood Vining. Given for two subscriptions. Price 
J60 ct8., post-paid. 
TitijJ book answers the questions that are constantly 
coming to the mind of the inquiring pupil regarding 
time, fingering, notation, touch, expression, embellish¬ 
ments* rhythm, etc., etc. - A valuable book for presenta¬ 
tion to pnpils. 
Dictionary of Music, by W. S. B. Mathews. Given 
I thr nbs rij ons Price §1 00, post p id. 
A correct and complete musical dictionary, tastefully 
and durably bound in cloth. A valuable feature is the 
i tines o h( clas<> al * mi <1 i , musicia *; phor 1 
ically spelled, thus giving the pronunciation. This book 
set s as an encycloj d here n i j ve work 
• • lot t hand Ehi i a valua > present tioi jc k, 
and ghoul. be on - very pii no. 
Groves’ Dictionary of Music and Musicians, in 
five volumes. Given for thirty subscriptions. Price 
§25.00, sent by express, not prepaid ; put up in a neat 
box. 
This is the best, largest, most comprehensive and 
practical encyclopaedia in the . English language. An 
invaluable work to every music teacher and earnest stu¬ 
dent. Besides an exhaustive treatment of every ques¬ 
tion in the whole field of mnsic, it contains a biography 
of e$ery famous composer. ( 
LIBERAL OFFER OF MUSICAL DORICS. 
If yon send your own subscription with a new one, 
two in all, with §3.00 cash, yon can have any one of the 
following premiums: — 
Music Teachers’ Class Book, Phrasing Stu¬ 
dies by Mathews, Bach’s Lighter Composi¬ 
tions, Mendelssohn (Songs Without Words). Cho¬ 
pin . Nocturnes, Album of Instructive Pieces 
(new), Studies in Melody Playing (Macdougall), 
30 Selected Studies from Stephen Heller, or 
Two Dollars’ Worth of Sheet Music from our 
j If yon send your own subscription with two new ones, 
three in all, with §4.50, you can have your choice of one 
of the following premiums:— 
Music Polio or Roll, New Lessons in Har¬ 
mony (Fillmore), Technic (Spengler’s), Practi¬ 
cal. Harmony (Ritter), Fifteen Copies Pupils’ 
Lesson Book, Sonatina Album (Presser), Coun¬ 
terpoint and Canon (Ayres), Mozart Complete 
Sonatas, or ' . 
Three Dollars’ Worth of Sheet Music from our 
Catalogue® % 
If you send your own subscription and three new sub¬ 
scriptions, with §6 00, a premium from one of the fol¬ 
lowing will be given :— 
Art of Piano Playing (Clarke), Course in Har¬ 
mony (Howard), Pianoforte Instructor (Howe), 
Studies to-Measure and Rhythm (Krause); Sys¬ 
tem of 'Pianoforte Technic (Howe), Unbound, 
Volume of Etude (1887, 1888, 1889, or 1890), Well- 
Tempered Clavichord (Bach), Landon’s Reed 
Organ Method. 
.; eufi. MOST POPULAR PREMIUM 
iB a year’s subscription to The Etude for four sub¬ 
scriptions, with §6.00. ■. , ■ 
THE PUPILS’ SPECIAL OFFER. 
Music books from the well-known catalogues of I 
JjrifbLFFj Augener ft. Go.jNtad0JtRBmpr.&H. 
These catalogues contain standard and classic on 
the greatest variety of arrangements and for all i 
ments, both solo and in combi 
printed^ And'edited by famous inusi 
: 
■ 
■ 
[K- 
Premiums may be selected from the above catalogues 
as follows 
Ts Subsc fattens,. .... - f£ BO north pries 
Three .1.00 •; 
“  
Five “ .- 2.00 *' “ ' 
Eight “ .3. BO 
Ten “ .B.OO " 
Fltt en .... 8 00 
Twenty “ ......... 12 00 “ 
Send tar these catalogues and select to suit your taste 
and needs. This gives you a fine opportunity to get 
the music of the great masters as well as of the best 
modern composers. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
ALLEGRANDQ, a music-teaching game, by W. L. 
HoysR. Given’ for two ' subscriptions with' $3.00; 
one name maybe your own. Price of game 60 cts., 
post-; 
This game consists of cards, on which the different 
notes and rests are printed, one on every card. Full di¬ 
rections, with rules for ten different games, tables show¬ 
ing the notes, rests, keys, etc., accompany the game. It 
teaches the value of notes and rests ; the names of the 
notes; the various keys in which music is written; the 
different kinds of time, and practice in musical frac¬ 
tions—a practice so often needed. It is readily learned, 
even by children. A splendid game for evening parties. 
I let ;ps ture—entirely nnlikt « other game.- u- 
terestiog to old and young, beginners md advs set r$ 
alike. As a Home game it is unexcelled, being equally 
enjoyed by the whole family—old and young. Even 
musicians find it a charming pastime. Excellent Christ¬ 
mas present for children. 
MUSIC A-Tj AUTHORS. Given for two subscrip¬ 
tions with $3.00; one name can be your own. Price 
of game 36 cts., post-paid. 
A successful combination of pleasure and study has 
been made in a new game of Musical Authors that we have 
recently issued. Forty-eight musicians and composers are 
repre - nt< d and t« >< qi sti <c isked $ ’ out ea , hese 
c n ei h n t intei ting ncid > s in th lit > the 
mu ian • i J *1 >■• th j i .* - f me t iward building 
up musical art, and name their specialties and fields of 
activity. 
Full directions for a most interesting game accompany 
each box. Any number from two upwards can partici¬ 
pate. A good and practical Christmas present. 
JUCH’S PATENT MUSICAL TABLETS. An 
object illustration of note and rest time-lengths. 
These tablets make the difficult subject of note rela¬ 
tions perfectly clear, and are invaluable to a pupil who 
finds time difficult. Each note and rest shows its 
value in actual length of tablet, and any time value, 
such as dots, double dots, syncopations, etc., can be 
lucidly explained by their use. Given for two sub¬ 
scriptions with $3.00; one name maybe your own. 
Price 60 cts., post-paid; neatly put up in box. 
^Valuable present for young pupils. 
WE MAKE A SPECIAL OFFER OF MUSIC E0LLS. 
They are superior and selected from a large stock to 
particularly meet the wants of teachers and pupils. 
They are new styles and elegant goods. 
bossed in a beautiful pattern, cloth lined, bound edges, 
leather strap and handle, covered buckle. Given for 
five subscriptions with $7.60 ; one name maybe your 
own. This is'an elegant style for a gift.1' Price $2,00, • 
post paid , ! 
MUSIC ROLL, No. 4, New Shape. Music is 
folded once, not rolled nor creased. Seal grain mo¬ 
rocco, assorted colors; cloth' lined, leather handle, 
two straps, nickel buckles. Given for five subscrip¬ 
tions with $7.50 ; one name may be your own. Price 
$2 00, post-paid. Not, illustrated. 1 I 
MATST.gjBL METRONOME. Given for seven 
subscriptions with $10.50; one name may be your 
own. Price $3.50, by express, not prepaid. 
POCKET METRONOME. This instrument gives 
the correct metronome marks, Maelzel standard. 
Every pupil should own one,. Given for two sub¬ 
scriptions with $8.00: one name may fee your own., 
Price 50 cts., post-paid. With this little instrument 
the correct tempo of music can be ascertained, and 
even time given to the pupils’ playing, 
3S10KEL- E L ’ uTBD UJ S BI EL L fo 1 i D 8 O 
STAND, prepaid, by mail, for seven subscriptions 
with $10.50; one name may be your own. Price 
$2 75, post-paid. 
this is th strongest - d most di a • stand i it 
1 ;i it el, well m i le, and finely finished It mt kes a su 
peril present for a violinist, etc. 
JAPANNED UMBRELLA MUSIC STAND, 
trongly gi en for foui 3 i seriptioua n b SI 00; 
one name may be your own. Price $1.35, post-paid, 
rhis s * sell thousand *>’ - cc lple t i > *3>- 
faction. 
AN ELEGANT, DURABLE, AND COMFOR¬ 
TABLE PIANO STOOL, with back, adjustable 
in heigh Gi en. foi ' valve sub cription i ith 
$18.00. Price $9.00, by express. 
■ 11 n >le us )l ts comfortable upport 
>)i 1 I*. ’’ th aani play « icees® > >ecause it 
contributes to health as well as comfort. Send for 
illustrated circular or see January and February Etude 
for 1891. 
MUSIC CABINET, in walnut, cherry, or antique 
oak. Given for fifteen subscriptions with $22.50. 
Price $11 50 sent by reight or exprt ). 
This cabinet has four shelves for sheet music and three 
compartments for music books or sheet music. Several 
were given as premiums last year and were highly appre¬ 
ciated as a useful and ornamental piece of furniture. 
TECHNICON. Student’s Size. Given for fif¬ 
teen subscriptions with $22.50; one name may be 
your own. Price $12.00. Sent by express. Send 
for circulars giving full description. 
TECHNICON. Teacher’s Size. Given for twen¬ 
ty-five subscriptions with $37.60; one name may be 
your own. Price $22.60. Sent by express. Send for 
circulars giving full description. 
AUTOHARP, with 23 Strings and five bars, 
producing the following five chords: • 0 major, F ma¬ 
jor, G seventh, C seventh, and B flat major. Given 
for ten subscriptions with $16.00; your name may be 
one. Price $7.00. Sent by express. 
This mew instrument is easily learned and played, 
producing both chords and melody at the same time. 
With but little practice any one, even those without 
musical knowledge, can play melodies and harmonies 
iwith beautiful effect. Each instrument is accompanied 
with a book of instruction with music. Famous musi¬ 
cians recognize the capabilities of this instrument. Over 
300 pieces of music arranged for it. Send for circular 
and catalogue. 
AUTOHARP, with 21 Strings, three bars, producing 
the following three chords : 0 major, G seventh and 
F major. Given for eight subscriptions with $12.00 ; 
one name maybe your own. Price $5.00. Sent by 
expr es ’ 
“THE PITTSBURG LAMP,” that is so much 
advertised, is herewith offered for fourteen subscrip¬ 
tions with $21.00 ; yonr own name may be one of the 
fourteen. Price $10.00. Sent by express. 
11 Kerosene is cheaper than eyesight.” A lamp on a 
piano never gives a good light because its rays do not 
illuminate the music on the inside edges of the page, and, 
too,it shines too much into the performer’s eyes. This lamp 
is one of the best, giving a strong yet soft light. The legs 
^ . are steel-filled* and 
- > therefore very strong 
and durable. Elegant 
> design; adjustable 
j/f-'height; antique brass. 
/ n / ■/1} \>N\\s, ' burg Lamp Primer.” 
f ' V Put UP complete with 
-■--J linen shade, chimney, The “ Davenport ” Mandoline, of figured maple. Given for thirteen subscriptions with $19.60. Price 
$10.00. Sent by express. The mandoline is a nov¬ 
elty to many people. It gives a pleasing and charm¬ 
ing tone. Is not a difficult instrument to play. The 
“-maker’s list price of the above is $16.00. We offer it 
as per above. 
“THE PITTSBURG ” BANQUET OR LIBRARY 
LAMP is a new.style that is coming into favor./it atari da 
high enough to illuminate the whole table &pdtho:v 
ting about it, yet withouU'ahhiing into the eyes. ( 
for nine subscriptions with $13.50 ; your,name may 
be one of the nine. Price $6.00. J Sent by express. 
This is a very stylish pattern in antique brass. Makes 
an acceptable present. The height of1^ this lamp to fop 
The “ Newport” Guitar, of figured oak. Given for 
thirteen subscriptions with $19.50. Price $10.00. 
Sent by express. Maker’s list price is $15.00. We 
sell it as j er abs • e. 
Regular size Banjo of superior make, material, and 
tone. Given for twelve subscriptions with $18 00. 
Maker’s list price $10.60. . We will sell it for $7.00. 
black, not lined, no handle, leather strap with covered < Sent by express. ' 
MUSIC ROLL, Mo. 1, of American Russian leather, 
cloth lined, leather handle and strap, nickel buckle. 
Given for four subscriptions with $6 00; your own 
name may he one of the four. Price 01.50, post-paid. 
MUSIC ROLL, No. S!s of saddler’s leather, rnsset and 
m 
... . .s' .... ■ ...' ..." ... '  .. . ■ U ; . • • .... "• ...... ^ ”... ; .... . ■ .... ■ ... .. v ..... . : .... .. .. . ‘ A. ............. .........' . ...... . .... . 
of burner is 21 inches. The head is handsome embossed Tambourine Girl. Bronze. i 
brass, supported on a fluted brass column j which rests Size, style and workmanship 
on .a beautifully designed brass foot. Ail in the hew as in the above three pieces. ' ; 
“Antique” colored brass, which gives it a bronze-like Given for sis: subscriptions 
look. Linen shade, chimney, etc, ,, _ with $9.00; one name may 
be your own. Price $2.60, 
SPECIAL AST PBSmnrcS. seat by express. This Is a. 
These are offered for the adornment of music rooms, graceful and beautiful figure, . _ Sarlors and living rooms, and the studios of teachers. and makes a superb present. 
!a< is e ■! ■ -i- ■ - i. * _■» cce e ; - , arM'n ••',“•5 «* .. t tm ’ 
to persons of the finest taste, for each is as artistic gem SONG." Given for 
m design and beautifully made and finished. y0ur own and one Qew sub. 
ELEGANT BRONZE STATUETTES, for orna- senpticm with $3.00. ‘ 1 
menting pianos, clocks, raantlepieces, stands, etc. This steel engraving repre- 
Beautiful for presentation. sen ts a young Miss imitating a " 
prima donna, and is a very ■ 7=sK=pgi 
to .jjjgjtUpopular subject for studio adorn- "A 
JPto.-toK ment. It also makes an appropriate Christmas present. 
ll- S LIFE-SIZE ETCHINGS OP MENDELSSOHN, 
.to .. .. ■ • .%BEETHOVEN, MOZART, WAGNER, OHO- 
j, PIN, AND HANDEL. Any one of these given for 
.■ fyour own and two Dew subscriptions with $4 60. 
.. . . Price of each portrait $1.10, post-paid ; size 22 x28 
, inches. 
These etchings are the finest life-size portraits of the 
masters on the market, and they make elegant pictures 
. for fine framing. 
INKSTAND 
INKSTAND. Length 9 inches; width 4f inches. 
Japanese, antique brass, or oxidized 'silver. Given, 
for four subscriptions with $6-00; one name may be 
youi own Price >1 50, post p d 
INKSTAND. Length 6£ inches; height 3 inches. 
Antique brass, < silver. Given for five 
Options with $7.50; one name mi be your 
own. Price $2.35, post-paid. This is a figure of y 
noble Newfoundland dog lying down with a baby boa 
standing by his side. 
PAPER WEIGHT. Same as above, except that it is 
solid and has no ink well. Given for sis subscrip¬ 
tions with $9 Clfl |, one name, may be your own. - Price 
$3.00, post-paid. 
Paper Knives. 
The publisher of The Etude has investigated the sub¬ 
ject of photographic cameras. As the result he offers 
the foil wing :— 
• CHE EUREKACA.MERA. j 
A, Carrying Case; B, Ruby Lamp ; C, Double Plate 
Holder; D, Dry Plates; EE, Developing Trays; F. Glass 
Graduate; G, Developing and Toning Solution; H, Hy¬ 
posulphite Soda; I, Printing Frame; J, Sensitized 
Paper; K. Card Mounts; Focusing Cloth. 
This outfit is designed as a means of acquiring a prac¬ 
tical knowledge of photography at a very small expense, 
| and while the various parts are not of the finest work¬ 
manship or highest finish they are carefully made, and 
the outfit-is capable of producing excellent results. It 
is not of the toy order, such as are many other cheap 
outfits. This is recommended as a desirable investment 
for the beginner who cares to make but a small outlay. 
Size of picture that can be taken is 4 x 6 inches, which 
is large for snch a camera. We offer this desirable out¬ 
fit for fifteen subscriptions with $22.50; yonr own 
name can be one. Price $8 00. , Sent by express. . 
Never was a more true proverb than “ Satan finds 
some evil still for idle hands to do.” Wise parents 
delight to have their boys “ride a hobby,” and so. keep 
interested and busy enough to be out of harm’s way. 
Nothing "Stter, more elevating, fascinating, inexpen¬ 
sive, and valuable than a good camera. It serves to 
keep the boy much at home, and, above all else, it gives 
him something to do that calls forth admiration from 
friends, and so makes him happy in his photographic 
activity. 
' ThiB Eureka School Outfit makes a valuable present 
in the broadest sense of the word “valuable.” 
Mozart. 
Mozart. A statuette in bronze. Size, 9 inches high; 
base 8 inches long. Given for ten new subscrip¬ 
tions with $15.00. Price $5.00, sent by express- 
< Length, 8 in. Length, in. 
PAPER KNIVES. Antique brass or 
oxidized silver. Your choice of one of 
these three paper knives. Given for 
three subscriptions with $4.50; your 
own name may be one. Price $1.00, 
Length. 10 in. post-paid. 
THERMOMETERS. Height^ inches. Antique brass Habmony. 
Harmony.” In bronze. Size, 8 inches high; base, 
$£ inches long. Price $2.50, sent by express. Given 
for five subscriptions with $7.60. Desirable for pres- 
entation ' ; 
We Also Offer the Famous Kodak, No. 1. - , . 
This gives a round picture 2£ inches in diameter; 
capacity. 100 exposures without reloading; size. 8} x 
3$ x 6 inches ; weight, loaded, 1 lb. 8 oz. This is the 
Original Kodak. With this, instrument you can iSt 
photograph everything that interests yon. Given for 
forty subscriptions with $6,O*0< one name may be , , 
yonr own. Price $25.00. Sent by express. .Send for , ; , ■. ; 
Kodak literature, beautifully-illustrated. . •. ■ Thermometer 
— -fi———- or oxidized silver. The design not illustrated is 
' • '■ . O' 1 ■' . for hanging up, and is a musical subject of unuBual 
MATCH BOX. Height 6| inches. Antique brass, or beauty.; Your choice of. one .of these tyro thermome- 
oxidized silver. Given for three subscriptions with ters given for five subscriptions with $7.50; one 
$4.50; one name may be your own. Price $1.00, name may 'be your own. Price $2.00, post-paid. 
pqsfrTftStd.. This is . an elegant design, highly orna- Pupils cannot do good practice in a cold room, hence 
mental. For hanging up. the musical necessity^of i th rmometer. 
MATCHBOX. Height 6| inches. Antique brass or MIRROR. Height iff inches; width 11 inches, 
oxidized silver. Given for ilir©0 subscriptions with Antique brass or oxidized silver. Givenffor 
$4.60; one name may be your own. Price $1.00. subscriptions with $12.00; one name may be your 
1 I. Beautiful I irable. own, 1 ’ice $5.00, Ment by express. A most desira- 
Mueic.3’ In brc 
•aches long. Price $2.60, sent bj o -ress. Given fori 
five subscriptions with $7 • n elegi 
tion piece. ble g tt Thede cted from a gr 
m 
TRIPLIC ATE MIRROR. Each glass 7f x 10^ inches, j 
foM and stiver, durably plated, given for sixteen 
'subscriptions with 121.00 ; one name may bo your 
own Pric fl( 00 Sent by express ' superb 
gift. The design is a vork of art. 
MIRROR. Musical Designs. Height 14$ inches ; 
width 111 inches. Given for ten subscriptions with 
§15.00; one name may be your own. Price $6.00. 
Sent by express. The design represents Music, Seulp- 
ol a as a part of 
a grand spectacular procession. A most Buperbly 
beautiful gift-piece. Antiqrn brass. 
VASE OR PITCHER. Classic design. Height, 12 
inches. • ’ 
five subscriptions with $7.00; one name may be 
your own. Sent by express. A chaste and elegantly 
designe d gift-piece. 
DOOR SPORTS AND GAMES. l2mo, Q24 
pages s illustrated; cloth, gilt. Given for two sub¬ 
scriptions, your name may be one of the two, with 
$8 00. Price $1.25, post-paid. _ . 
This book is for the purpose of directing an active 
boy’s energies into the right direction. It is a compen¬ 
dium of a number of new and all the old favorite games, 
wonders, and tricks that, have served to amuse mankind 
in all ages. It is a desirable presentation book. 
NTJTT ALL’S NEW STANDARD DICTION¬ 
ARY of the English Language, 
cloth,' gil|HliH|HHH 
Crown 8vOj 914 
pages; l t , ilt. G ven For three subscriptions, 
one name can be your own, and $4.50. Price of book 
$1.00, post paid. __ _ 
This is an enlarged and new illustrated edition. 
100,000 references and all the new words. Our new 
edition, just issued, contains not only all the matter 
found in the London edition, but also a dictionary of 
synonyms} a grammar of Vplapuk, the’new universal 
language; a'supplement of nearly 5000 words.and 
definitions, many of which are of American origin and 
usage, and cannot be found in any other dictionary. It 
is a desirable present for a yonng person, especially for 
grammar and high-school scholars. • . . 
A Pine 12mo Library Edition of Popular and 
Stan lard. W< rks : C ) ei oh 
Tastefully and durably bound in cloth, gilt top, 
printed on fine paper, and all large type. An especially 
desirable edition. Any one of the following books 
given for four subscriptions with $6.00; one name 
b aj r 3 >i wn hi i e' >, - > tr , tion 
id am-Beds leorg Sliot; Bacon’s Essa ; Crown 
of Wild Olives and Sesame and Lilies, Buskin; Daniel 
onda G • 1 > Eliot - D t, id * ipj fi Id. Di 1 en 
Dombey and Son, Dickens; Emerson’s Essays, .com¬ 
plete ; Felix Holt, Eliot; Hypatia, Kingsley; Ivanhoe, 
Scot Intel! etna! Life, Hame on; R - s, Char 
lot v Bron e J >hn Halifa . Ge itlen n, Mulock 
Lan lighter Cummins; I j ol Pom; it, I •* 
ver; Last of the Mohicans, Cooper; Little Dorrit, 
Dickens M II or th< Flo s 211 >t . •' traits - id 
Modern Sketches, Whittier; Oliver Twist, Dickens ; 
In the i ight , in rb jh I ;k ick E r e > , Rep 
% enta ive [ n i tn rsoi Romol ’ Mot f i tch 
B( ok, Irv ng arda, E - ra ' •>> Fa Ffa el a ay . 
Vicar of Wakefield, Goldsmith. 
The Night Before Oh n . By Clement C, 
Moore. Never before has this popular poem—a fa¬ 
vorite with both the old a: 1 the young—been presented 
in such a beautiful d ,ntly illustrated with 
twenty-two engravings, from original drawings by F. 
B. Schell, W. T. Smedley, A. Fredericks, and H. R. 
Poore. 
The Bells. By Edgar Allan Poe. Elegantly illus¬ 
trated with twenty-two engravings, from original draw¬ 
ings by F. O. C. Darley, A. Fredericks, Granville 
Perkins, and others. 
The Deserted Village. By Oliver Goldsmith. 
Elegantly illustrated with thirty-five engravings, from 
drawings by Hammatt Billings. 
The Cotter’s Saturday Night. By Robert Burns. 
Ivory surface, gilt edges. $I;60; embossed calf, gilt edges, 
$1.60 ; alligator, yellow edges, $1.60. Post-paid. 
By special arrangement we are enabled to offer the pop- 
uar monthly magazine, The Housewife, devoted to the 
home, fiction, fashion, flow- 
era, fancy work, home deco- 
ration, art needlework, stamp- i|r§S| 
ing, painting, designing, cook- IA $ 
ing, housekeeping. ,-Wi 
In short, everything pertain- 
ing to woman’s work and wo- 11« 
man’s pleasure. Treated :by 
such writers as Elizabeth Stu- 
art Phelps, Marion Harland, Ah1 
Rose Terry Cooke, Harriet 
Prescott Spofford, Mary Lowe - fyl 
ELEGANT GIFT EDITIONS, in Embossed 
Leather, of the Poets. Padded sides, burnished 
yellow edges. A most desirable and beautiful edi¬ 
tion, comprising Byron, Scott, Shelley, Barns, He- 
mans, Pope, Moore, Cowper, Coleridge, Shakespeare, 
Milton, Wordsworth. 
Also, in same style, the following standard books: 
Percy, Josephus, Hedge’s Prose Writers of Germany, 
Rollins’ Ancient History (2 vOls.), Macaulay’s History 
of England, Griswold’s Prose Writers of America, Ora¬ 
tors and Statesmen, Master-Pieces of English Oratory. 
THE “BELLS” SERIES. % 
The “ Bells ” Series is one of the finest editions on 
the market, and has been undertaken by the publishers 
with aview to issue original illustrated poems of a high 
character, at a price within the reach of all. 
Dickinson, Mary Kyle Dallas,1- 111 Ji \ 
Eliza C. Atwood, Mary A. IMS' 11 J\ | 
Denison, Abbie M. Gannett, f 1 \ s I \ 
Cora Stuart WheeHSfr; and Lucy | \\ 
0. Lillie. _ Ii 
Every department in charge \ \ 
of a special editor. Every ar- 1 
tide contributed expressly for the Housewife by the best 
talent obtainable. 
Given for your own and one new subscription with 
$8.00. This is an especially desirable offer. 
Any single volume of the above elegant gift edition, 
embossed leather, given for seven subscriptions with 
seven. $10.50; your own name 
Price $3.50; post-paid. 
A VERY LIBERAL AND DESIRABLE OF¬ 
FER is here made of finely illustrated presentation 
books; size 9$ by 12 inches; illuminated covers. 
Desirable books for holiday, birthday, afla wedding 
presents. 
These books are written by such eminent authors as 
Rev. Samuel C. Green, D. D.; Rev. Samuel Manning, 
LL. D.; Rev. Richard Lovett, M. A.; Rev. W. Urwick, 
M. A., and revised and partly re-written by Prof. E. P. 
Timing, Ph. D., member of the Royal Asiatic Society, 
and author of “ Outdoor Life in Europe,” “ Outdoor 
Life in the Orient:” Egypt, illustrated ; Palestine, 
illustrated; India, illustrated ; Germany, illustrated; 
Ireland, illustrated; England, illustrated; Ho¬ 
garth’s Works, illustrated; La Fontaine’s Fa¬ 
bles, illustrated by Dord, etc., etc. Given for five 
subscriptions with $7.60 ; one name may be your own. 
Price of each book $3.CO, post-paid. 
They are quarto size, each volume containing about 
20o pages and 150 illustrations. These volumes from 
cover to cover are so artistically made and superbly 
finished as to constitute works of art that will be an 
ornament to any home and the most acceptable gift to 
Century Magazine............... $4.00 
St. Nicholas.  3.00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly.... 1.26 
Independent (N. Y.). 3.00 
Peterson’s Magazine!.. .  2.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly.. 8.00 
“ Pleasant Hours..... 1.75 
Harper’s Magazine.  4.00 
“ Weekly. 4.00 
“ Bazaar. ... 4 00 
“ Young People.   2.00 
Youth’s Companion (new subscribers only) 1.75 
Domestic Monthly........ 1 60 
Godey’s Lady’s Book... 2.00 
Lippincott’s Magazine... 8.00 
American Musician. 4 00 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4 00 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 8/25 
Hotae Journal (New York).... 2 00 
Scientific American.. 2.50 
Scribner’s Magazine. 3.00 
Demorestls agazine. 2.00 
Voice Magkzui&^Werner's). 1.60 
Wide Awake...;.;.  2.40 
Leisure Hours...... 1.00 
Cosmopolitan (new subscribers on■ ... 2 -R 
« renewals.......... .... ...... Z-iti. 
Gems from Tennyson. By Alfred Tennyson. El¬ 
egantly illustrated by Hammatt Billings. 
Beauties of Tennyson. By Alfred Tennyson. El¬ 
egantly illustrated with twenty engraving, from origi¬ 
nal drawings by Frederic B. Schell. Beautifully 
printed on the finest plate paper. 
From Greenland’s Icy Mountains.. By Bishop 
Heber. Elegantly illustrated with twenty-two engrav¬ 
ings, from cptginal drawings by Frederic B. Schell. 
Beautifully printed on the finest plate paper. 
Lady Glare. By Alfred Tennyson. Elegantly illus- 
? trated with twenty-two engravings; from original draw¬ 
ings by Alfred Fredericks, F. 8. Church, Harry Fenn, 
F. B. Schell, E. P. Garret, and Granville Perkins. 
Beautifully.printed on the finest plate paper. 
Bingen on the Rhine. By/Caroline E. Norton. 
Elegantly illustrated with twenty-two engravings, “from 
original drawings by W. T. Smedlev. F. B. Schell, A. 
Fredei cks, Gra mile Perki is, and 1 Z Gi rrett 
C'JDc’o ¥n oJL ©AVOUSp Kluc. CBsicSor, 
Qlrea by corresporit ace, ini MtwmaoHBy, 
■•■fid IFragra©, Mes®£l©aH ffasTsm and 
®)7®Iae3tecnSom. Students prepared for musical examinations 
Host tho-ougli ant?, systematic course. Compositions revised end 
corrected. Terms rasa 
ROOMS 43 and 4@, BySLDBM©, 
Scranton, Pa, 
■ DE PA UK/ UNIVERSITY, GREENCA8TLE, IflB, - 
Instruction given in nil Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Cia8®l*al,; .:Artl8t, Choral c i Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Enoemble and 
Oratorio'Work. 
FIVE.COURSES Of STUDY. 
{loom, Board, Practice and Sheet fdoslc at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOW®, D® AM, GHBBNC ASTL®, Xlf®, 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., jh..d., College of Liberal Arts, ■ Bsv. 8. L. Bowman,A.H., s.T.p. ;;D@am of School of Theology 
9 EAST 17TH STREET 
Hear* Umsiois Sqnare. HEW TOBM CHITS'. 
A PLACE FOB NORTHERN GIRLS TO SPEQD THE WINTER 
®®ES3©E"W(Btfc©iry of HHrante, MartEi® Wr. > -git®si •- 1- 
lesre, &J-, lewis a 
n< arsea of study in Piano, Voice- 
training, Organ and Theory. Lectures, Concerts, Artiste’ Recitals 
and a' a Teachers, s ’ five-f ■ jearded. Te<: 
n tnd Practice Clavier used Sendfoi drcnlars. 
A. Tito SALTCffiBSTISIS, Blmsleal. ©lireeii®e>„ • 
1 ©v. 7 EAlSft Pa-esficiet&tt. American Conservatory of Music, 
-CHICKERING HALL, CHICAGO. 
Specially Designed for Teachers of the Piano, Voice 
MRS, W H. SHERWOOD 
Concerto, Piano Eeeifcalo and Mano Inctmction. 
Mrs. Sherwood will accommodate two young ladles, as boarders is 
, ' family luring tl > ms; wh desii thor ngli >(.'1 * u- 
>n, with the a intagea of a bar Address at her residei 
SM© CDooEaamr^ ©fi., 'GB®e3Q®gqp dado. 
T bli< School Musi '» iory, Delsarte. 
Unsurpassed Advantages at Moderate Cost. 
end 'or Oa alt 5a s 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 
GHS©BCEKBP3C HALIL, ' 
Wabash. Avenue and Jackson Street, €Meago, Ill. 
J. J. HATTSTATDT, Director. 
DIAGRAM OF THE IANKO KEYBOARD. 
•S OCTA v ESj 
Open from 9 a. m. to 6 p. n. Demonstrations daily 
from 8 to 4 P. M. 
Children, beginners, advanced pupils, professional 
pianists and organists will be instructed. 
Beginners learn in half the time what they can accom¬ 
plish on the old keyboard. 
Pianists require about three mouths’ study. Pupils 
can practice at Conservatory. 
Pianos with Janko Keyboard for Kent or Bale. 
Send for Circular of the Conservatory. 
« IGAN OPENINGS, &c„ 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
> Charge for. Organ practice. Full arrangements m 
students studying for the profession.. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director. 
pme. 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
instructors. 
-N ° TI p B •-- 
The New York College of Music, will remove 
September 1st, from 103 East 70th Street, to its 
•new and; handsome building, and 130 East 
5®th Street. 
SX3>W^.K1D BAXTER PSKET 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer. 
A dress, 178 Trer n,. E 
U ry akes an Annual West* tut Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
• 11 
si 151 j •' ficii icg. 
All orders for Janko Keyboards and attaching same 
to and orU ight Pianos, o n %l . om tlj 
attended to. 
Pis tos recon acted with. t»o h the ordi ei nc 
the Janko Keyboard, or with both Keyboards, to be 
used alternately. 
For prices and particulars, please call on, or address, 
EMIL K. VVINKLERj Manager, 
9 East HI si Street, Hew ' 
' wmQ, c'u'jary ©kii©@hy RsuuiKGaAT 
(pom. OF WEULIAH EtASOH) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
"MASOl’ METHOD OF TOUCH AID TECHNIC.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Becitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Glasses of Students. 
Address, Care of Tbs: Etude. 
Nothing Succeeds Like Success 
After six years of rapid advancement the 
By CJAHIL MESRZ, MUS„ ®3E, 
UTith Li 'ue Faculty of Superior Instructor and 
a splendid' building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unnsoal advantages for the Study of 
Music. 685 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (88 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
. begin Sept. * , Jan 6 rnd Aj 1! > 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
7 ■"•'■■■'■■■vF. B. RIOS, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion,-Expression, Maxims. 
The work Is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To 
1 ,5 1 ra valuabk dviw id ncc * gem at. It eonta ove 
200 pages ansi is printed in most excellent style. 
h^ssthwitie ash© 
Lii/ZrAuViLtA W <©F EHUSIRC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. , 
- JUNBITS MM, B®en*©tary. 
The methods pursued in teaching are the latest, most 
progressive, and strictly in accordance with the greatest 
European Conservatories. 
Free advantages offered to all pnpils include instruc¬ 
tion in harmony, sight-reading, choral, oratorio, ensem¬ 
ble, symphony and orchestral classes, admission to 
concerts, lectures, and recitals, and daily practice on 
Technicops. The Virgil Practice Claviers are exten- 
STANDARD WCIHKS. 
Dana’s Practical Harmony.......82 1 
Dana’s Pkacticai. Thorough Bass........... ..~:..V, 11 
The Art of Fingering—..... 
National School for Coknet. ...... 2 l 
Progressive Studies for Violin....Each 1 1 
A Mies ‘ -"S 11* be is, 
x> AM *. £! H® IICAK. SB S ' IFOTE,' 
WARREN, OHIO. 
Normal training course for teachers. Eight ft 
scholarships. Pianos, Qrggum and HarpB for practice. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, . 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Send for new catalogue which contains portraits of 
the faculty, interior views of the Conservatory and full 
: By w. M. T’B.Sl.flAR, 
QrsatestlEsiealHoTCltyortheTim® 
■mmt&c.:buet, ■■ 
; > unfeonn lei enline 
asm wi wh»s 
jot want. KMw wf.toW* 
SenO 75o fortes eoio,orSlfor the 
information about instruction, terms, etc. 
7^ GILBERT R, COMBS, DSreotop, 
•' 1331 SOUTH Broad Street, 
V--:iWllJtpEljHlX1vRA.7;'' 
’msm 
\}M: »4"7. .77 7-. 11’ -■ ‘ ' ■ 
f H| || jSJ j gH "■*$$»■■ ; Mm | 7 Si ? 7;;7 
9 1 
T'^. 
1 t I l..!I:_ 
..... -... . 
| | 
||||^ I b| 11 |H| I HiiSi .7v77:7 liii 777.71 7'' 
□j_.1l J1 |sg7 i'S# ;;i|7 i ■ 7. ■ 7 ■; '7:/. | , • . s: j jm 
THE ETUDE. 
MX MUSICAL PECPL 
Should send for one of our New Illustrated Souvenir 
(ktaSogues—iVee. -I 
imH&iL - etsiYMs.. 
So. 1—Solid Mahogany......I...;..$10 
Ho. S— “ “ beautifully finished..... 16 
Ho. 6— “ Hosewood, fine .......... .. ....... 18 
Ho. 7— “ “ beantifally finished..... 26 
All Warranted not to Warp or Split. 
Qurlltt, 0., op. lbi|irp;l<l« Song Without Words. I-' 
Schumann, E., op. 68, No.l, Melody. 
Schumann, B., op. <J8, Ho. 2, Soldier’s March. 
Behr, Fr., op. SOSjNo. 9' Bohemian Melody. 
Bclnccke, C , Bar ;,r< 11«. 
Otto, J., Innoc moo. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blosao)m Waltz. ■ ; 
Ourlltt, C., Sunshiny Morning. 
, op. . 18, Lltt • jrian Melody. 
Behr, Fr., op. 608, Ho. 12, The' Betreat. 
Boinecka, C., froni the Thousand and One Hights. 
Kreuteer, Bd., op. fj No. 8,Margaretha Polka Mazurka, 
Gurlitt, C., op. lOlj Ho. 8, The Fair. 
Heller, St, op. 4?,, Ho. 19, Cradle Song. 
Mueller, W. A., from op. 112, Spring Blossom Eondoletto. 
Gurlitt, C., op. lOlfHo. 8, Slumber Song. 
Be :»r, Fr op . >. 27, Gypaj Mai h I 
Streleski, A,, op. lbO, Ho. 10, Saltarello. 
Heller, St., op. 47, Ho. 4, Sunday Morning. . 
Moelllng, ’Plies., little Dreamer’s Walts. 
Goarner, it, op. 2; tn the Forest. 
TGChaikowski, Sweat Beverie. 
Baumfelder, F., op. 288, Peasant’s Dance. 
Beinhold, H., op, 88, No. 1, The March of Fingall’s Men, 
Wolff, G. T., op. 26, No. 10, Folk Song. 
Wolff, G. T., op. 86, No. 11, Mill by the Brook. 
OIPOEOOZML. E3Z^(?Je)@Go 
Ho. 10—Garmon Silver Him, Walnut and Ebony 
5 rii iiningo . ,. . ... ..... ....... 1 >10. 
Us. 15—German Silver Him, Walnut and Ebony ■ trimmings, finer.................... 16. 
Ho. SO—German Silver Him, Ilahogany and Ebony 
Trimmings. SO. 
lie. 25—German Silver Him, Ilahogcny and Ebony 
Trimmings, < iry fine............ , , 
JTIICEI ©’I’JE&IIS - ©A. © MESC® AHLOTW. 
■■■ Band and Orchestra Music. Send for Chtaloguo. 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a peed with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the1 collection efinnot be. excelled for formative 
pieces. 3STo better idea can be Formed than & 
glance at the contents, which we here append. 
■ a. 3E PHI.fi P f , 1102 CHE 3TMU1 STREET, 
THEODORE PRESSBR, 
' 3?’CT333UI3S.J'33;«, . - 
CHESTMWT ST , PHILADELPHIA, PA 
You press the., button„ if if (y (y U<Jf jji 
we do the rest." . f 
(OE VOF CAH no XT YOUESBIlf.) Send for ( 
THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y, 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS 
Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can ; be furnished at $3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 
These instruments are of superior quality, in 
I > ip 3te ^ u ible, md * stes > gl. ractical 1 md gy. n u a 
r prepar gt hai s fori y-board work Ighac ly f . • < . A, MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
©. HWBSOlf BID WELL, 15 Court §1,UTICA, If. Y, 
'riff HIS work is published by subscription. Each vol- 
d © nme Is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading ! 
^ Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. 
The success of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
annals of Organ Music in this country. 
* ins 3 selected from, the most practical and .latest con 
It >n e the t > ermax French mer in n Engl il 
etc.,etc.:. 
We would like to impress upon you .the fact thafc-r 
1st.—The music is edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marlcing, Registration, etc. 
2d.—The Matte It -primieS fawn Msgrm&t Mates (not type). 
3d.—No other work gives so much music for so little money. 
4th.—None of the pieces are too difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
« l he J -'/*.,<> ganii ’ll find < . i im ertf «wnj 
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
I And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist- 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
. , PHD 0131. HI A, PA. AND 
“Piano Playing, General Musical Instruction from 
Beginning to End.” This book contains information ot 
inestimable value to the Teacher or Student of Music. 
Seventy-five Cents, sent post-paid to any address. 
U '''3 
IB «THE DlSCOYEBED COUNTBY,” . Cloth, $1.00 
««OCEANIDES.” A Psychical Hoveilo Paper, 50 cts» 
8ENT POST-PAID ON REOEIPT OF PRIOE. / 
These extraordinary books are receiving the most ep.rn- 
est consideration and warmest commendation from men 
and women of the highest cultivation and most advanced 
thought. ■ .... 
ougiily practical way. it points out the 
way of success to teachers and students in 
art life. Mr. Tapper’s^ informal and 
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing Ire®, ok receipt of assn© and address, ‘ ' 
WRflL. E, AlHi^ALlL, . - . 
' 281 East 00th St./H. Y. City 
!: Kid® . PQEOGtlC39 
If#4 Chestnut Gt., Philadelphia. 
SEH3T YOWHUDIEl PUBUSHIITG CO., 
■' ■ 62. Boston, Mass. 
Or CARLYLE PETERSILEA’S MTTSIC SCHOOL, ; 
. Stelnert Hall, Boston, Mass. 
v - *5-^ 1 \\ This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
'■■■ fc?5r~ \ \ \ *s especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
A'\^5Brf' ] \ \ selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi- 
I ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
■tf.a? ff tbs pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
~yf-~~Y// J A Pieces are carefully graded.- Every difficulty is brat 
filL.7 V'A •. j) /prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
©If/lr : Sl'IL\\ jjjcy jf fjpfjl Organ Touch is 'clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
jM ■ _ ‘ “jml feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
’ Wfcf / ■ "* whereforesof every point are clearly given. Manyspeeial 
aQd beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
8©i?Jd f@r a Sample ©ops?, . 
¥¥USIO is a universal-language. When speech fails FHE0o I iJtESSEK? PlOilliSllSB ? 
JXI MUSIC begins. It is for ns to develop and un- 1704 Chestnut St.,, PhilSLOlelphia.,, Pa. 
fold it, by instruction and cultivation. THE 7 ' " 
BRIGK3-S PIANO in a home is a real education, A •<-»» 
interpreting and making real the truest thoughts and '"'U ’ A (UA [j 
highest ambitions. It is unequalled as an accompani- fjfc. % - ; - 
ment to the voice, and is preferred by the singer for its f J ,'r-^ ___ 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO COMPANY, 
IJSOTCIMiKS". HlJLa^i.lDi^SLslP HE-A.* 
Manufactory. Wakefield, Mass, 
embody the results 
of 41 years" close 
attention to organ 
building, and over 
87,000 are now in 
of touch and action and power of tone combined. Send 
for illustrated catalogue. 
S and f Appleton Street,' 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent out* organs, 
□017 iaosps, Styles i®„ 2& 
1AM MASON, IV! us„ Doc 
fi% years, and upon their excellence alone 
hai 5 a Mi ei u 
UMPURCHASED PRE-EMSMEMC 
Which establishes them as 
UN EQ.I \ LED 
!?§sy Bane Mly Wamatefi ik i f earn 
WIJQ Eillg &~c6.» 
<SS§ it §4 E. flteest, MBXSIBi 
148 ETOila Aw©., noax- 2©&3h St., WSW f 
81.7T ffssuaoylwsEaSa Aw©., 'WAJSMBfCWON, 
An original system for the development of a complete 
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist. Its 
distinguishing characteristics are: An active use of the 
pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid 
and thorough development 5 the application of accents, 
thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic 
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that 
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution. 
All of which is applied to the ..artistic and expressive 
rendition of musical compositions. 
@BAWDS and WPMeiHT 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO 
Factories: Gragd Rapids and Muskeflori, Michigan. 
Band' fpr tllastr&ted Catalogue. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
■still ?ostp£ id. C\J ] Qi! C 
JAS. P. DOWNS, Publisher, 
E6. 67, S#S Bro®dw»y9., ;•, . , y ■ . XMW TOBK. 
T^/TAEKGEH ®F TTME 4®0. By W. T. Francis. Played by 
1VJL Cappa’s Band withgreat success. Tbe Finest March ever writ¬ 
ten, :I8SSs.-^i 
In order to introduce and popularize this beautiful March, w>. will 
mail a copy to any one sending 25c. in stamps, (The retail price is 
fsi.CM)*) Bend. 2c. ataitip for eatalog-ae i?ad new. music sample sheets. 
Teachers’ correspondence solicited. American Music Publishing Co. 
12 Fast 16th Street, Heir Fork City. 
MUSIO Mi GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID SAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
11 'v > i • t r ’ ' r - n bo pla re the last card and mpl < i 
whole note. This gives a general Idea only. Fnll directions, with 
rules for nb< ’ ; j>> > gan « showin e t ta, 
keys, 6c., accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other Instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact, all 
lotut rtei \ in music need thl charmingg me 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. ' ' : 
The names of the notes. • . 7 
T , rarionE eyj la wl ,« ■ ns oh writes i 
Fh > 'tf.*- rent kinds < time 
ractl In musical i ctto 
1. s siestw .* lean: to read n u 
y Vou learn, while playing sin .interesting game, 
ti re willj * ned c■ » fei >ri ire » 
Time devoted to playing this gome is not wasted, ss in most games. 
A splendid game few evening parties. 
A newdepartars—entirelyEJiiil: eanyother game. 
,rente cai „5 * ' fiiMren tl , » .en io, even if not 
Basic! mg ft ohm ©Ives. 
Interesting old an > j eginners and adi 
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this gw a vhlle before 1 .o. Is • oi 
Pri je. 60 Gents. 
; Address 3?ubli8hers - 
; THE®. PKlSSIitj . 
' 1704 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
lAberal Sedmetkm i» Quantities 
j ; Beaufifhl tunes—Charming melodies, fey the Siretaoei ohareli 
j music composers; intended specially for church choirs on various 
1 — occasions. Can be used by all Christian denominations. MoS © 
■ Mptnnal, nor for we in the pew, but in, the choirs'. Also just 
the thing for musical family circles. 
Second XklMon. Hgy-To Organist® and tiMotrsnetstene : Send 90 cents for. 
t" " - a whple copy. iTou may find it just what fm msi o brightei up 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice your services. 
Artisticallj and Hygienically „ ... 
_____ im a#y 8 the Above, Address ; 
I t.. - Pi A las ip® vised emd 1® li »m »f THEODORE PRESSER, 
4!a s welI-fcst®w»B * Mac ®l«fl I& flam Sella©®! ®fi ... , _ . 
Bias hb| ' 5&1< to a a ml ©fprijat, ?94 OilCSinut * I., trillS u@ipn Btt rfi 
, - • Wfii\ SffMSCB jISI • 51 ASjlL T 51CB ! i q PS - ©j» Hal S4sa«lf© < k als® isa 41 s m= 
U ’ -1 I >1 B t® s nd emS sir ©Art I . * m li . l all ' t *ls , g. 
Apply - fcy Sctt@i*i. ' . ©9 VJBSJ21T STBSKiyff^'SMitf WflbiaLW (nff’icvt. ! 
SjAHHES 1?R®M ABROAD can t>© a®e®mBa®(ia4®fi wll.li l>®aFd at Ills a?©sidl©!t©©.. Afiflr©@s9 
Z-, RAVEOMl K®FIL1!SIS8 76 v’-C'.z... Bjp®®&lynas M, 
THE SCIENTIFIC METH 
FOR RAPIDLY GAINING THE .NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR 
The inadequate results from technical exercises at the‘piano are well known to. piano players, and form 
the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano play mg. 
■ - y ,* : o. ■ ,• •• A.-:- - ■ 
Science, ■ having investigated this ____l. ..^T.;...___:_- 
subject, bas discovered and ,<mn explain 4|l 
the reasons of such uneconomical re- ! < J, | . 
suits, and can now supply at a cheap | £ lj 
cost, a 'better and more direct process JSjpjp| 
in their teaching, and for their own per- i'' I ! 4 mS 
sstify that it is invaluable to both them- §m \ 
fit important reform in technical teach- 
hem selves acquainted with its principles 
>fr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N. Y., 
d Ways and Means to ^es’Acquire- 
m Lan© 
